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The Naval Facilities Engineering Command, like all other
major commands within the Department of Defense, is
interested in the cost effective utilization of their
limited research and development investments. Assessments
of NAVFAC's RDT&E results conducted in 1968 and 1980
established baselines for determining where improvements are
needed. This study uses the results of a mail
questionnaire, sent to military and civilian personnel at
"NAVFAC family" activities worldwide, to provide a basis for
a current assessment of how effectively NAVFAC's RDT&E
investments are being utilized. This current assessment is
used to make comparisons with the previously established
baselines, in order to provide a basis for measuring the
degree of improvement and to provide information for the
development of an RDT&E investment strategy for the 1990 's.
The results indicate that numerous trends have been






The Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) and
its Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) have been
aware of their responsibility for the effective utilization
of Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) funds,
since they first initiated an investment enhancement program
in 1962. Assessments of NAVFAC's RDT&E investments
conducted by the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in 1968 and
1980, assisted NAVFAC and NCEL in determining where
improvements were needed and confirmed that progress was
being made. In an era of considerable fiscal constraints,
it has become increasingly apparent that a current
assessment of NAVFAC RDT&E investment utilization is needed
to develop an effective investment strategy.
Over 750 questionnaires were mailed to military and
civilian members of "NAVFAC family" activities worldwide.
Thirty-seven questions were used to collect their views,
judgments and appraisals of the utilization of NAVFAC and
NCEL's RDT&E program. The 275 responses returned were
analyzed and the results compared to the results from the
two previous studies.
The results of the 1968 study indicated that numerous
deficiencies existed. The 1980 study showed that dramatic
improvements had been made in nearly every area during the
iv
1970 's. The dramatic improvements of the 1970 's helped
establish higher standards for NAVFAC and NCEL's RDT&E
program. These higher standards in turn, produced higher
expectations on the part of the customers who utilize the
RDT&E products and services. The results of this study
indicate that the progress made during the 1980 's has, in
most cases, not been as dramatic. Trends have been
continued in numerous areas and measurable progress is
indicated in numerous other areas. The results also
indicate that there are several areas of concern.
The results of this study have identified areas to be
looked at for improvement and hopefully, will serve NAVFAC
and NCEL in their development of an RDT&E investment
strategy for the 1990 's.
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1. NAVFAC and RDT&E
The Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC)
executes a program of research, development, test and
evaluation (RDT&E) for shore facilities, advance base and
amphibious operations, sea floor structures, environmental
control and those aspects of weapons systems related to its
mission. A significant portion of the emphasis of NAVFAC '
s
program is to provide RDT&E which will benefit the Navy's
shore facilities in efficiently and effectively meeting
their independent missions. NAVFAC ' s link to the shore
facilities is primarily through the Engineering Field
Divisions (EFD's), Public Works Centers (PWC's), Public
Works Departments (PWD's), and Of f icer-in-Charge of
Construction (OICC's) Resident-Off icer-in-Charge of
Construction (ROICC's) contracting activities.
2. NCEL and RDT&E
A major portion of NAVFAC • s RDT&E effort is assigned
to the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) , Port
Hueneme, California, in the form of specific research
projects. The mission of NCEL is:
To be the principal Navy Research, Development, Test and
Evaluation (RDT&E) center for shore facilities,
including fixed surface and subsurface ocean facilities,
and for the Navy and Marine construction forces...
As such, NCEL provides RDT&E in support of planning,
design, construction, maintenance, and operation of Naval
Shore Facilities, the Naval Construction Forces, and the
Marine Corps.
Both NAVFAC and NCEL share a vested interest in the
efficient and effective use of limited RDT&E resources,
especially in the current era of considerable fiscal
constraints.
3 . Prior Efforts to Enhance Investment Utilization
In 19 67 NAVFAC Headquarters directed NCEL to
determine the extent to which the technology produced its
RDT&E investments was being used by field activities. NCEL
turned to the Naval Postgraduate School (NFS) to assist in
this effort in order to instill a behavioral science point
of view and to ensure objectivity. The initial NPS study
began in 1968 with the assumptions that part of the
responsibility for use of NCEL's RDT&E products rested with
NCEL and that all field activities were aware of NCEL's
research efforts. The study, using a mail questionnaire of
field activities, exposed deficiencies in NCEL's RDT&E
documentation and distribution systems.
Several more studies of NAVFAC 's RDT&E efforts were
conducted during the 1970 's by NPS ' s J. A. Jolly and J.W.
Creighton in order to better understand the processes
involved in the transfer of RDT&E technology. Since then
numerous changes have been implemented by NAVFAC and NCEL in
an effort to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the
utilization of RDT&E results. A significant change was
NCEL's establishment in 1971 of the Field Engineering
Support Office (PESO) . The prime purpose of PESO was to see
that field activity customers were satisfied and that timely
responses to their requests for technical information were
provided by NCEL. An additional study was conducted by NFS
in 1980 to determine the results of efforts made during the
1970 's to improve the utilization of technology produced by
NAVFAC 's and NCEL's RDT&E investments. The 198 study,
using over 2000 mail questionnaires determined that NCEL had
steadily improved in numerous areas and that users of their
RDT&E results had a positive opinion of NCEL and its work.
B. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study are to provide a current
assessment of the utilization of NAVFAC ' s RDT&E investments
and provide a measure of improvement in the utilization of
RDT&E results over the baselines established by the 1968 and
1980 studies.
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In pursuing the objectives of this study the following
research questions can be asked:
1. Primary
Is NAVFAC utilizing its research, development, testing
and evaluation (RDT&E) funds effectively?
2. Subsidiary
What level of satisfaction exists with the field
activities who are the end users of NAVFAC and NCEL's
RDT&E investment efforts?
Has NAVFAC progressed in attaining better transfer of
RDT&E results to field activities since the last
assessment was performed in 1980?
What suggestions do personnel at field activities have
for improving the effectiveness of NAVFAC RDT&E
utilization?
D. SCOPE, LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The scope of this study is limited to the assessment of
the utilization of NAVFAC ' s RDT&E investment which is
provided to NCEL and does not address the relatively small
RDT&E investments that NAVFAC provides elsewhere nor the
relatively small RDT&E investments which NCEL receives from
sponsors other than NAVFAC. The purpose of this limitation
in scope to the "NAVFAC Family", is to provide information
that NAVFAC and NCEL will find useful in making management
decisions over which they can exercise full control.
Distribution of the mail questionnaire used in this study
was limited to the NAVFAC family activities, organizations
and positions within, that were currently on an NCEL
distribution list to receive NCEL reports or other
documents. It was reasoned that this distribution would
reach those who would be most familiar with NAVFAC and
NCEL's RDT&E efforts.
II. APPROACH METHODOLOGY
A. MEASUREMENT OF RDT&E INVESTMENT UTILIZATION
The Opinion Research Method was deemed to be most
appropriate for the collection of data to provide a measure
of NAVFAC's RDT&E investment utilization for this study.
Empirical, archival, and other analytic research methods
were ruled out because they either could not be applied at
all, were far too costly, or were simply too impractical.
The Opinion Research Method lends itself to several
different approaches for the collection of data. The use of
a mail questionnaire was determined to be best suited to
this study. Travel to all "NAVFAC family" activities or
even a representative random sample of activities to
interview personnel, was deemed to be impractical due to
time, travel and resource constraints. The use of telephone
interviews was also deemed impractical due to time
constraints, logistics and poor cost effectiveness. The use
of a mail questionnaire was considered to be the most
practical and most cost effective approach to collect the
views, judgments and appraisals held by a wide variety of
field activity personnel.
B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAIL QUESTIONNAIRE
1. 1968 and 1980 Questionnaires
The NPS study conducted in 1980, was initially
intended to replicate the 1968 study in its entirety.
However, after discussions with numerous individuals at
field activities and at NCEL, the study team determined that
times had changed and not all the questions used in 1968
were still appropriate for a replicative study twelve years
later. The 1968 questionnaire contained 58 questions of
which 20 were carried over into the 1980 questionnaire. It
should be noted that the wording of these questions was in
some instances modified, however the basic intent of the
question remained unchanged. These 20 questions helped to
establish continuity with the 1968 study so that trend
analysis could be effected. The 1980 study team developed
38 new questions for a total of 58 questions, thus matching
the total in the 1968 study. The 1968 study questionnaire
format is not readily available, however the 20 repeated
questions presented in the 1980 study appeared to ask the
respondent to agree or disagree with the question. The 1980
questionnaire utilized the Likert scale for most questions,
whereby the respondent is asked to express his beliefs,
attitudes and opinions by responding within a given range.
The range included Strongly Agree (SA) , Agree (A) , Disagree
(D)
,
Strongly Disagree (SD) . If the respondent felt
unqualified to answer or had no opinion he was asked to skip
the question, leaving it blank. It was also realized that
some of the questions would not be applicable to all
recipients of the questionnaire, thus resulting in no
response. Five of the 58 questions were in a multiple-
choice or true-false format. Additionally, several
questions at the end of the questionnaire requested
attribute information including rank/grade, type of
organization and number of years of experience in NAVFAC
organizations. There is no known documentation as to the
distribution of the 1968 questionnaire. The 1980 study
utilized an NCEL general distribution list and targeted all
Navy users of NCEL reports and documents. A total of 2062
questionnaires were distributed in 1980.
2. Questionnaire For This Study
Nine years have elapsed since the last study was
conducted in 1980 and just as the 1980 study team had found,
the dynamics of the environment make a totally replicative
study inappropriate for 1989. The prime objectives in the
development of this questionnaire were to gather meaningful
data that would best answer the research questions posed,
from the widest dissemination possible. Balancing and
blending of the following considerations was required.
a. Ease of Use
In order to help make the questionnaire "user
friendly", considerable effort was directed toward trying to
make the questionnaire as easy as possible for the
respondent to execute. Using the latest in desktop-
publishing-type computer software, a "single-sheet package"
was developed which contained the respondent's mailing
address; a letter from NPS explaining the purpose of the
study; instructions for completing the questionnaire; the
question section; and a pre-addressed return mailer. This
single-sheet was printed on gold colored 60 lb. paper for
high visibility and durability. It only required that the
respondent unstaple it, read the brief letter and
instructions, complete the questionnaire, fold, staple and
drop in the mail. In consideration of the respondent's
limited availability of time, fifteen minutes was solicited
in the letter of explanation for the completion of the
questionnaire. In further consideration of the value of
time to the respondent, he was requested to answer the
questions only upon his behalf rather than his
organization's. The intent was to allow an immediate
completion of the questionnaire upon opening, rather than
the respondent possibly setting it aside to gather the
organization's perspective and respond at a later time. It
was felt that this effort would improve the questionnaire
completion/response rate and further minimize the time
requested of the respondent.
b. Format
The Likert scale provided the basic format in
the 1980 questionnaire. It was felt that an added benefit
of selecting the Likert scale format was to establish a
point of continuity to the 1980 study. The questions were
not categorized in this study as they were in the 1980
questionnaire, primarily because it was felt that in the
respondent's interest to minimize the time he devotes to
responding, he would not bother to distinguish between
categories, but would simply hurry through the questions.
It was realized in all the studies that because of differing
perspectives, some of the questions would not be applicable
to all recipients, and would result in no response. As in
the 1980 study, it was still desirable to request
information on respondent attributes in order to better
understand responses. It was also desirable to encourage
the respondent to provide comments in a space provided. It
was considered important to maintain an assurance of
anonymity to the respondent in order to ensure free and open
responses.
c . Content
Determining the content of the questionnaire
required a proper balance of questions which would remain
sensitive to the respondent's limited availability of time,
provide continuity with the previous studies and address
current issues. In considering the demand for the
respondent's time, it was desirable to keep the number of
questions to a minimum, while still collecting the data
which would help answer the research questions posed. With
a target of 15 minutes as reasonable for the completion of
the questionnaire, it was necessary to reduce the number of
questions considerably from the 58 used in the two previous
studies. It was evident in the 1980 questionnaire that many
questions, while not worded exactly the same, did request
similar information.
Considerable emphasis was placed on trying to
build upon the baselines established in the two previous
studies to facilitate trend analysis. An attempt was made
to meet these objectives by including nine questions from
the 1968 study which still address current concerns. These
nine questions had also been included in the 1980 study and
thus provide continuity across all three studies. Twenty-
one questions new to the 1980 study, which still address
current concerns, were included in this study. They provide
additional continuity. The wording of these 30 questions
was in some cases modified for clarification, to minimize
bias, and provide overall balance. Seven new questions were
added to explore additional current issues posed by
personnel at NAVFAC headquarters, NCEL and from the Blue
Ribbon Panel's Report on NCEL. The resulting questionnaire
for this study is comprised of 37 questions. See Appendix
A.
In addition to questions concerning current
RDT&E issues, it is desirable to attain certain attributes
of the respondent in order to better understand the
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perspective and opinions expressed in his answers. The
respondent's organization type, his rank or grade, and his
experience level were helpful for understanding responses in
the 1980 study. These same attributes are used in this
study because they are still considered to be helpful, and
their use provides continuity with the 1980 study. A fourth
attribute not in the 1980 study, general geographic
location, is also used in this study to see if it affects
the respondent's attitudes, beliefs and opinions.
d. Distribution
The 1980 study distributed 2175 questionnaires
using NCEL's general distribution list and selecting only
Navy organizations from that list. Distribution for this
study was determined by using several NCEL distribution
lists resulting in a total of 759 recipients. In order to
avoid duplication of distribution and stay within the scope
of the study (organizations inside of the "NAVFAC family" of
activities who are familiar with NCEL) , a new distribution
list was made specially for this study. The following table
displays how the distribution list for this study (NCEL




ORIGIN OF QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION LIST
NCEL LIST • LIST CONTENT t ON LIST I SELECTED DELETIONS
368 85,86 690 241 82 ( OUT OF SCOPE
589 82 700 393 OUT OF SCOPE
585 PW'i 199 48 82,85,86
592 ROICC'I 69 33 82,85,86
592 SCE-f 99 44 82,85,86
BBasaszBBazasBaaBsazBaaBBBBBaBaasaaaBacBassaaaaBaaBaaBaaBaaaBBBBBBaaaaaa
596 ALL OF ABOVE 799
82> 6uidii/Abitracti Riciplinti
85" Ttchditi Shut Ricipiintt
86« Tich Riporti/ Notii Ricipiinti
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III. QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE AND ANALYSIS
A. QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE RATE
A total of 759 questionnaires were distributed by mail.
No questionnaires were returned to the sender by the postal
service as non-deliverable. There were none returned in
which the respondent indicated that receipt of the
questionnaire was due to an error in distribution. A total
of 275 questionnaires were returned completed, an overall
response rate of 36.2%. Twenty of the 275 responses
returned were photocopies that recipients of original
questionnaires had made for their colleagues to complete and
return. This was encouraged in both the introductory letter
as well as the instructions for the questionnaire (see
Appendix A)
,
in order to obtain responses from additional
personnel familiar with NCEL. Taking this into
consideration, the response rate for the 255 original
questionnaires returned is 33.6%. Respondents who returned
original questionnaires indicated that they made a total of
71 photocopies for their colleagues. The response rate for
the 20 copies returned from the 71 made, is 28.2%.
Increasing the total distribution by the 71 copies made,
from 759 to 838, revises the overall response rate to 32.8%.






NUMBER OF COPIES REPORTED MADE
NUMBER OF COPIES RETURNED





TOTAL RESPONSE/ORIGINAL DISTRIBUTION = ( 255+2 0) /759= 36.2%
ORIGINALS RETURNED/ORIGINALS DISTRIBUTED = 255/759= 33.6%
COPIES RETURNED/COPIES DISTRIBUTED = 20/71 = 28.2%
TOTAL RESPONSE/TOTAL DISTRIBUTION = 275/(759+71) = 32.8%
In comparison, the study performed in 1980 obtained an
overall questionnaire response rate of 36.3%.
B. RESPONDENT ATTRIBUTES
In order to more fully appreciate the respondent's
attitudes, beliefs and opinions, four attributes were
requested, namely: his organization type, his rank or grade,
his experience level with NAVFAC activities, and his general
geographic location. These four attributes, which produced
1100 data points for the 275 responses received, are
presented in the following sections. Where percentages are
provided, they have been rounded to the nearest 1%.
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1. Organization Type
Respondents were requested to provide the primary
type of organization to which they belong. The purpose is
to provide the reader an understanding of the organizational
perspectives held by the respondents. Eight types of
organizations within the "NAVFAC family", which typically
interact with NCEL, were categorized. They include: Public
Works Departments (PWD) , Resident Officer in Charge of
Construction (ROICC) , Public Works Centers (PWC) , Officer in
Charge of Construction (OICC) , Construction Battalions (CB)
,
Engineering Field Divisions (EFD) , Naval Facilities
Engineering Command Headquarters (NAVFAC) , and Reserve
components of NAVFAC activities (RESERVE) . A ninth
category, which includes all types of activities other than
the above eight, titled (OTHER) was also included.
Respondents who indicated (OTHER) were asked to specify what
type of other organization. It is noted that 41 of the 45
respondents who indicated (OTHER) , specified a Staff Civil
Engineer organization, Major Claimant organization, or some
other staff organization involved in the Navy facilities
arena. In contrast, the 1980 study (OTHER) category, was
made up of those outside the "NAVFAC Family" and therefor,
not involved with Navy facilities. Future studies should
consider including a tenth category, titled (STAFF) or
(STAFF CIVIL ENGINEER) in order to further distinguish the
organizational perspectives of the respondents. The
15
organizational type is distinguished throughout most of the
tables presented in this study. The distribution of
respondents by organization type is summarized in Table 3




1989 STUDY 1980 STUDY
SROUP FREQUENCY PERCENT OF TOTAL
s3ssxsss3s»ssss:ssrs:rssxsBsssBsss3s:
BROUP FREQUENCY PERCENT OF TOTAL
CSSSSSSS3SSS3SXSSSSeS3SSSS33S3ZS«3SS
PHD 102 371 PND 260 35Z
ROICC 23 8Z ROICC 53 7X
PHC 18 71 PNC 42 6Z
OICC 8 3Z OICC 13 2Z
CB 16 6Z CB 22 3Z
EFD 36 13X EFD 136 18Z
NAVFAC 22 8Z NAVFAC 60 8Z
RESERVE 5 2X NCEL 1 oz
OTHER 45 16Z OTHER 163 22Z
CaSSS3B3BSS333S3SSSS33CSEZB=SSasaSB333 8B3SS33SBS3=SBS3aBS333EBBBBS=SBBBBBB
TOTAL 275 lOOZ TOTAL 750 lOOZ
zaaaazaBBBsaaaaBSBasBBBBsaasaaasssaBBszasaazaaxassBaaBazaEZsaaasBasaaBBaBasBBBSss
2. Rank/Grade
The rank of military personnel and the grade of
civilian personnel are summarized for all respondents in
Table 4 and by organization type in Tables 5 through 13.
Results from the 1980 study are provided in the right-most
column for comparison purposes.
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TABLE IV
RANK/GRADE OF ALL RESPONDENTS
PERCENT It 1980 PERCENT
RANK/BRADE RESPONSE OF TOTAL II OF TOTAL
If 1 BBBBBBSBBSBSSS
CAPT 14 II IZ
CDR 26 101 11 7X
LCDR 50 lez n m
LT 61 221 M 13Z
LTJ6 8 11 9X
ENS 4 II 2Z
6M/6S-15 6 II 3Z
6S/8H-14 19 II a
BS/BH-13 25 It 14Z
6S-12 36 14Z 11 29Z
65-11 7 II lOZ






MILITARY 165 59X it 40Z
CIVILIAN 95 35); 11 58Z
82BBSSSaS333S: :ESSsaaBS33sez3zsBa33is3s*33s:x3s:s33aaBas
CONHENTSi flllitiry noM coapriie 59Z oi thi responiti
•s coipartd to only 40Z in thi 1980 itudy. Thi
lix of riipondinti (ilitary vi dviliin) hii
rtviriid, Hhich could bt i lignlflcint factor
in liking coipiriioni bitmin thi tNO itudiis.
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TABLE V
RANK/GRADE OF PWD RESPONDENTS
PERCENT

































RANK/GRADE OF ROICC RESPONDENTS
PERCENT : : 1980 PERCENT
RANK/6RADE RESPONSE OF TOTAL 1 OF TOTAL
:s=r3sszs:::::=:===3:s=s:sss==:s=srssss; •sssssssssszss
CAPT OZ : : OZ
CDR 5 22Z : : 9Z
LCDR 7 30Z 1 i 281
LT 8 3SZ 1 : 36Z
LTJ6 1 4Z 1 92
ENS 2 9Z J : OZ
6H/6S-15 OZ 1 1 OZ
6S/6H-14 OZ : : OZ
6S/6H-13 OZ : 4Z
6S-12 OZ : i 13Z
6S-11 OZ i 1 OZ
OTHER OZ t
• * w ^ ** ^ ^ a ^ • ^ « « « I
1 OZ




RANK/GRADE OF PWC RESPONDENTS
PERCENT 1 1980 PERCENT
RANK/6RADE RESPONSE OF TOTAL : OF TOTAL
BasiassaBBSiBiaiiiaiaBasBSBasBBisssi IsxsaaBBaaaaaa
CAPT OX 1 2X
CDR 17X : 5X
LCDR 62 > lOX
LT 17Z J 14X
LTJ8 OX 12X
ENS 6X ! OX
6H/68-15 OX > OX
6S/BH-14 17X I 2X
6S/6n-13 IIX J 31X
88-12 17X ! 21X
68-11 6X i 2X
OTHER 6X : IX
laasaaBaaaaaBa












CAPT 1 13X ii OZ
CDR 1 13X ii 23Z
LCDR 2 2SZ ii 15Z
LT 2 29X Ii 23Z
LTJ6 1 131 ii OZ
ENS OZ ii OZ
en/Bs-is OZ ii bz
eS/8H-14 OZ ii 13Z
6S/6H-13 OZ ii OZ
6S-12 1 13Z Ii 8Z
6S-U OZ it 8Z
OTHER OZ ii OZ
TOTAL 8 lOOZ i! lOOZ
3 3 333 3 3 83SS 333333333333333333333BSSBS33SSSSSSSSSS8SaB
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TABLE IX
RANK/GRADE OF CB RESPONDENTS
PERCENT : 1980 PERCENT




CAPT ox : OZ
CDR 5 315; ! 3Z
LCDR 3 m 41Z
LT 4 25Z 18Z
LTJ6 2 13X > 181
ENS oz 5Z
6H/6S-13 oz 1 OX
6S/en-14 oz : OZ
6S/Bn-13 oz 1 4Z
8S-12 oz : n
6S-n oz i OZ
OTHER 2 13Z i OZ
aS=ZS:S33SB3:bsssss:s33SZ3SSB3EE:S=SSS )SZESS3B8sacaa




RANK/GRADE OF EFD RESPONDENTS
PERCENT J I 1980 PERCENT
RANK/6RADE RESPONSE OF TOTAL J : OF TOTAL
ssxssssBaasassBsaaaaaaaaaaaaBsasaassasi
CAPT 5 14X i 2Z
CDR 2 6X 1 IX
LCDR 2 61 i 2Z
LT OZ 1 OZ
LTJ6 02 i OZ
ENS OZ 1 OZ
6n/6S-15 3 8Z i 3Z
8S/6H-14 B 22Z 1 9Z
8S/6H-13 7 19Z 1 18Z
8S-12 e 22Z 1 44Z
8S-11 1 3Z 1 18Z
OTHER OZ 1 3Z
aBBSis8SBacsa««aas3sasBsi«Ba«smBaai{




RANK/GRADE OF NAVFAC RESPONDENTS
PERCENT 1 1 1980 PERCENT
RANK/GRADE RESPONSE OF TOTAL 1 I OF TOTAL
sssazssBsa«aBSBBBSB«asasaasisaassBSBsi|
CAPT 14Z 1 : OZ
CDR 5Z 1 1 SZ
LCOR 52 > : 2Z
LT OZ J : 2Z
LTJG OZ > i 2Z
ENS OZ i 1 OZ
6H/6S-15 14Z 1 i lOZ
GS/en-H 18Z i i 13Z
6S/6H-13 27Z I 1 BZ
6S-12 14Z 1 : 33Z
es-ii OZ 1 1 17Z
OTHER 9Z 1 1 6Z




RANK/GRADE OF RESERVE RESPONDENTS
PERCENT I 1980 PERCENT
RANK/GRADE RESPONSE OF TOTAL J 1 OF TOTAL
ssssEsssaSSSSSSaSSBBBBBSBBBBSBSBBea
•
CAPT 1 201 s NOT USED
CDR 2 40Z J
LCDR 01 J










TOTAL 5 lOOZ 1 OZ
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TABLE XIII
RANK/GRADE OF OTHER RESPONDENTS
PERCENT I : 1980 PERCENT






LCDR 18 m i > 1»














Respondents were requested to provide the years of
experience they have with NAVFAC-related activities such as
design, construction, maintenance, planning, CB operations,
etc. The purpose is to provide the reader v/ith an
understanding of the experience levels of the respondents
within different organization types and ascertain
differences with the 1980 study results. Table 14 provides
the mean experience level and standard deviation by
organization type for this study, and provides results from
the 1980 study for comparison.
4. General Geographic Location
Respondents were asked to indicate their general
geographic location as either Overseas, East Coast, West
Coast, or Central CONUS . This information was compiled to
give the reader an understanding of the general geographic
dispersion of the respondents, their organizations and their
proximity to NCEL. Table 15 provides the response
distributions by organization type.
C. RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS
The questionnaire for this study was comprised of 37
questions (see Appendix A) and generated over 10,000 data
points for the 275 responses. This section presents a table




RESPONDENTS EXPERIENCE LEVELS IN YEARS
1999 STUDY NEAN STANDARD 1980 STUDY HEAN ST^INDARD
0R6ANIZATI0N FREQUENCY YEARS DEVIATION ORGANIZATION FREQUENCY YEARS DEVIATION
ssrssesBsaBsssaaaaassEsssassssaaaaaaaaa BaaaacssaaaaaaBaascaaaaaasaaaaaaaasBasaaa
PHD 102 10.89 6.60 PHD 260 13.02
ROICC 23 10.00 5.99 RGICC 53 10.11
PHC 18 15.22 10.10 PHC 42 12.48
OICC 8 12.25 6.63 OICC 13 15.31
CB 16 12.28 5.82 CB 22 9.96
EPD 36 17.83 6.65 EFD 136 11.52
NAVFAC 22 16.00 7.55 NAVFAC 60 12.42
RESERVE 5 13.00 7.80 NCEL 1





HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE) 12.72 yiari NEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE) not avallabli
NOTEi Approxiiatcly 68! of rtipondints Mill havi an experienci livil
Nithin 4/- one standard deviation of the lean value.
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TABLE XV
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF RESPONDENTS
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION












































HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE-—
10? 72 25
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)




















29Z 40Z 26Z 9Z
KSBssssaaBaBaBaaaasassaasaESsaasaasaasBsasaB
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- The organization type
- Frequency of response
- Response distribution
- Response distribution as a percent of frequency
- The mean of the total responses as a percent
- If there was a question with similar meaning used on the
1980 or 1968 study questionnaires, the question number
and the means of the total responses as a percent, are
provided for comparison purposes and trend analysis.
Comments providing some interpretation of the data,
including trend analysis, are provided at the bottom of each
table. Where percentages are provided they have been
rounded to the nearest one percent. Where the wording of
the question has been reversed from the previous study, the
response results for the previous study have also been
reversed for ease of comparison.
D. RESPONDENT COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
The questionnaire encouraged the respondents to provide
comments or suggestions that they may have concerning NAVFAC
and NCEL's RDT&E program. To ensure the anonymity of
reponses, the comments and suggestions provided in Appendix
C, indicate only a respondent's rank or grade, organization
type and level of experience with NAVFAC related activities.
The comments and suggestions in Appendix C have been
organized first by organization type, then by rank or grade




QUESTION li I undtritand thf purpoit and liiiion of NCEL.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrcint)
GROUP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA SA A D SD NA
PHD 102 31 58 7 3 3 30X 57Z 7Z 3Z 3Z
ROICC 23 13 3 301 57Z 13Z OZ OZ
PHC 18 16 IIZ 89Z OZ OZ OZ
OICC 8 7 13X 88Z OZ OZ OZ
CB 16 8 2 38Z 30Z 13Z OZ OZ
EFO 36 26 3 19Z 72Z ez OZ OZ
NAVFAC 22 12 8 2 551 36Z 9Z OZ OZ
RESERVE 5 4 20Z 80Z OZ OZ OZ
OTHER 43 10 33 2 221 73Z 4Z OZ OZ





77 173 19 3 3
\\ 28Z 63Z 7Z IZ IZntnn ur lU )t""" — //
BaaaaaaiISBBBBBB
AGREE 91Z DISAGREE 8Z NA IZ
1990 STUDY (queition 1)-- .--\s 25Z 63Z BZ IZ IZ"""//











CONHENTBi Ovtrill rtiulti obtalnid an conilitint Kith tht 1980 study, ovir 90Z of rtipondinti
contlnut to fill that thiy undiritand NCEL'i purpoii and liiiion. NAVFAC Hdqtri





QUESTION 2: Hhich of the foIlOHing do you feel best describes the type of Nork
ptrforMd by NCEL? (check one)
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrctnt)
GROUP FREQUENCY APPLIED THEORY CONSULT HIUURE NA APPLIED THEORY CONSULT HUTURE NA
aiSZSSSBS8IBISS3SaB3BSSS3BSSBBSCS3:CSrBB sssss;:::zs38Bssc£z 3Z3SZZS SBSBBSZ:ZZBZSZZSsaaaaaBsaaasaa
PHD 102 17 12 5 66 2 17Z 12Z 5Z 63Z
ROICC 23 1 12 1 39X 4Z OZ 52Z
PMC 18 1 9 2 33X oz 6Z 90Z m
OICC B 1 6 13Z oz 13Z 75Z
CB 16 13 19Z oz OZ BIZ
EFD 36 2 26 1 19X OZ 6Z 72Z
NAVFAC 22 3 15 1 14Z 14Z OZ 68Z
RESERVE 5 2 602 OZ OZ 40Z
OTHER 43 14 2 1 28 311 4Z 2Z 62Z
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB8BB8BZBBBSSSSsssszsBs: ECSCISBCBBCIBCBCSS BZaZSZBZSBSSBZBBBBBBBBaaiBBBSBBBBBaBa
TOTAL 275 63 18 10 177 7
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE ...» 231 7Z 4Z 64Z 3Z
az3:s:::s:::sssz:3s::s3::s::sss£ss:s3:ss3:ss:sssss==sz33S3z:8S33ss3Z33S8Baaaa8azza8ss3BBaaa8aaaaaa
1980 STUDY (question 6, siiiliar) » 26Z 5Z - 61Z 9X
asBaBaBBBBaaaBaaBaaaszssaaBaazBBaaaaasssBasaaBzzsassaaaaaasaaaaaaBaaBaaasaBBBBBaassBBaaaaaaaaaaaaa
CONNENTSi The question differs froi the 1980 study, in that consultation has been included in
the field of possible responses. Sixty-one percent of respondents in 1980 felt that
NCEL performed a lixture of applied and theoretical research. The results of this




QUESTION 3i NCEL pirionntl knoN nothing about field ictivity probliii.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)










ROICC 23 1 16 6 4Z OZ OZ
PNC 18 1 13 4 OZ 6Z OZ
OICC 8 4 4 OZ OZ OZ
C6 16 9 7 OZ OZ OZ
EFD 36 2 2 24 8 6Z 6Z OZ
NAVFAC 22 3 4 10 5 14Z 18Z OZ
RESERVE 5 3 2 OZ OZ OZ
OTHER 45 1 30 13 2Z OZ 2Z
TOTAL 275 10 16 168 78
Hctu nr rnifAL RESPONSE-
.
.
4Z 6Z 61Z 28Z IZncnn ur lu '
'
••B •!
AGREE iOZ DISAGREE B9Z NA IZ
BaaaaaaraaasaaxssaasasassasaassaasxzszszaaaaasBzcsasaaaaaszsssaaazaaaaaaasBaBaascaisassBaaBisBaBBaBBBaBBaBaa
1980 STUDY (question 2) » 2Z 9Z 65Z 21Z 3Z
AGREE IIZ DISAGREE 86Z NA 3Z
•SBBSSsaBSZSzaszaBaaaasaaaaBBzaBBeassssaaaaaasBaBBBBaBaBBaBBaBasBaaasBBBaBazaaBaBaaBBaaBBaaaBaaaaaBBBBBasaBa
1968 STUDY (quiition 2) » AGREE - DISAGREE Mjority
COHHENTSt Overall reiulti are coniistent with the 1980 study. Respondents strongly
feel that NCEL personnel are knoNledgable about field activity probleis
Approxiiately one-third of NAVFAC Hdqtrs respondents (32Z), feel NCEL
personnel know nothing about field activity probleis. OICC's (lOOZ) feel
that NCEL personnel are knoNledgeable about field probleis and 30Z feel




0UE8TI0N 4i I find it proftsiionally inforiativi to read NCEL litvraturi.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrcMt)

















ROICC 23 16 1 2 I 13Z 70Z 4Z 9Z 4Z
PMC 18 12 1 1 22Z 67Z 6Z OZ 6Z
OICC 8 5 1 25Z 63Z 13Z OZ OZ
C6 16 10 1 1 2SZ 63Z 6Z 6Z OZ
EFD 36 29 3 1 8Z BIZ 8Z 3Z OZ
NAVFAC 22 13 5 1 14Z 59Z 23Z 5Z OZ
RESERVE 5 3 1 20Z 60Z OZ OZ 20Z





42 192 24 9 8
\\ 15Z 70Z 9Z 3Z 3Zntnn Ur fU iflL KtoruUbt"' """—//
A6REE 8SZ DISABREE 12Z NA 3Z




7ZiTOv OlUUl 1 ..... """""//
AGREE 8SZ DISAGREE 8Z NA 7Z
aaaaaaaEasasasassassssssscascscsaaaaaacasasaaszsaaBaaaasssassassszssaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaazaaaaaaaaaaaaa
COHNENTSi Reipondents at all activitiei itrongly agree that NCEL literature
is inforaative. These results trt consistent Nith the 1980 study.




QUESTION 3i NCEL it rttponiive to ly loit coMon technical needi.
6R0UP FREQUENCY
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION
SA A D SD NA
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrctnt)
SA A D BD NA




91 99Z 26Z 7Z
ROICC 23 :\ 11 91 48Z 4Z 30Z
PNC IB :I 11 IIZ 61Z 22Z 6Z
OICC 8 1I 6 131 75Z 13Z OZ
CB 16 :I 7 131 44Z 29Z 13Z 6Z
EFD Zh i1 19 12 HZ 42Z 33Z IIZ
NAVFAC 22 J1 12 9Z 99Z 27Z 14Z OZ
RESERVE 9 (1 3 oz 60Z 20Z 20Z
OTHER 49 1[ 28 2Z 62Z 16Z 16Z
TOTAL 273 2:
NEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE-—
I 149 63 13 28
-—
»
8Z 34Z 23Z 3Z lOZ
A6REE 62Z 0ISA6REE 28Z NA lOZ
• BfiA CTIinV /<iiiaai 1 j>» 7 »i>AMalta ^•irAiwnt\- . -_-__-.._____. \\ 13Z 61Z 16Z 21ItHv biUuT tquiition if oppotiti NoroinQj-— -——
-
aaaaaaaaaaaaaisisscBsrssissBSBBaEsszssBBassBaaBaaBscsassaBsasssa




















iToB aiuuT (quiiiion 0, oppoiiii Noroinqi
aaaaaaaaaaaaai
COHHENTSi Riipondints indlcitt that NCEL ii not ai riponiivi (62Z vi 76Z) overall ai they
Here in 1980. OlCC't (88Z) feel that NCEL it ott retponiive Mhile EFD'i (33Z)
feel NCEL it leait retponiive. NAVFAC Hdqtri (14Z) and CB'i (i3Z) indicate




QUESTION 6i Colltaguii ind tupiriors cncourigi • to iipliaint NCEL ricoMtndtd itthodi and productit
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pirctnt)
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA SA A D SD NA
>BBS8S3ss>sixss:ascsz>BBBassssesc:xss:8as33zrs::::Es:ssss3scs: sassaBBBzaBBSSSSssBsssBsaBBBBBaBSBSSSBSBaa
PHD 102 2 35 46 11 8 2Z 34Z 49Z HI 8Z
ROICC 23 1 7 10 3 2 4Z 30Z 431 13Z 9Z
PNC 18 10 6 1 1 OZ 56Z 331 61 61
OICC 8 2 5 1 OZ 2SZ 63Z 13Z OZ
CB 16 1 4 5 9 1 6Z 29Z 31Z 31Z 6Z
EFO 36 2 13 IS 2 4 6Z 36Z 42Z 6Z 111
NAVFAC 22 1 9 12 2 2 9Z 23Z 99Z 9Z 11
RESERVE 9 2 2 1 OZ 40Z 40Z 20Z OZ
OTHER 49 11 24 4 6 OZ 24Z 93Z 9Z 13Z
aaaaasaBaaB8B3BSBS333BB8aaBBaaassBaaasBaaBBBS3B3BBaBBBeE3aaaaaB aBBaaaaaaBBBSBBBBBBBaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaa
TOTAL 279 7 89 129 30 24
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE » 3Z 32Z 49Z IIZ 91
aaaaaaaBsaaaaaa aaaBaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaa
A6REE 39Z DISAGREE 96Z NA 9Z
aBBaBBBBaaaaaassaaaBaBaBaaaaasssasasasaBsaaaBBaBaBassasasBssaaBsaaBsaaaaaBBBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
1980 STUDY (quiition 19, oppoiiti wording) » 21Z 69Z 7Z 21 91
AGREE 861 DISA6REE 9Z NA 9Z
BBaBBaaaBBBBBZBBsaaazssasBaaaaaaasasaaasaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaBaaaaBasaazaaaaaBasBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaBaaaBa
CONNENTSi Only 39Z of rtipondinti noH ftfl incouragid to iapliiint NCEL rtcoMindatloni at
coaparid to 86Z in 1980. PNC's (96Z) fttl loit tncouragid, itill ligniflcantly
beloN th« 1980 levfl. CB's (311) ffel itrongly that they are not encouragid and





QUESTION 7i NCEL li txptnding RDTIE fundi in iriii thit irt applicablf to rial probliii that
flild activitiii an ixpiriincing.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA A SO NA SA A D 80 NA
PHD 102 7 59 26 2 8 7Z 58Z 25Z 2Z 8Z
ROICC 23 1 10 8 4 4Z 43Z 39Z OZ 17Z
PNC 18 1 10 5 2 6Z 56Z 28Z OZ HZ
OICC B I 7 13Z 88Z OZ OZ OZ
CB 16 4 9 2 1 29Z »6I 13Z OZ 6Z
EFD 36 3 20 6 1 6 8Z 56Z 17Z 3Z 17Z
NAVFAC 22 10 8 3 1 OZ 45Z 36Z 14Z 5Z























20 157 59 8 31
7Z 57Z 21Z 3Z HZncnR UP //
AGREE 64Z DISAGREE 24Z NA IIZ
lOflA GTIIDY (quiition 4)'
•mi
.-.— \\ 7Z 64Z 19Z 2Z 8Z17DV &IU
1 !!tBBBBBBIi^aaasaai A8REE 71Z DISAGREEaaaaa^a^^^i 21ZIBBBBBI NAlaaa 8Z
CONRENTSi Riiulti an lOMNhat loMir than thiy mn in 1980. OICC'i (lOOZ) fill that
fundi an biing ipint on nal fiild activity probliii, Nhili only 47Z of
ROICC'f and 45Z of NAVFAC Hdqtn agni. CB't (2SZ) and OICC'i (13Z) indicati
strong agniiint that fundi an biing tpint on nal fiild activity probliii




0UE8TI0N Bi 1 fttl that NCEL riporti contain uiiful data.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DI STRIBUTION (pfrcint)
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA SA A D 80 NA
PMD 102 18 66 11 3 18Z 63Z IIZ 3Z 4Z
ROICC 23 I 13 2 4Z 57Z 22Z 9Z 9Z
PW 18 2 11 HZ 61Z 17Z OZ HZ
OICC 8 2 6 25Z 73Z OZ OZ OZ
CB 16 6 7 38Z 44Z 19: OZ OZ
EFD 36 3 27 8Z 73Z HZ OZ 6Z
NAVFAC 22 3 13 1 14Z 66Z 9Z 3Z 9Z
RESERVE 5 4 OZ BOZ OZ OZ 20Z
OTHER 4S 4 33 9Z 73Z 16Z OZ 2Z
TOTAL 275 Z1 182 33 6 13
NPAin nr TOTAL RESP0N8E- ,-_-_\\ 14Z 66Z 13Z 2Z 9ZncnR Ur
SI iBsas^^^aaailaaaaaaaaaa^^B^i
ABREE BOZ1 DISA6REE 19Z NA 3Z«>
19B0 STUDY (qutition 25)- BZ IZ
ssas8sx8S3S3aass3Ss=ss33sasassa33saaasas3aasssasi
1968 STUDY (quiition 23) -» A6REE 6BZ DISAGREE 32Z
7Z•» 7Z 77Z
aaaaasaaaaa •
A6REE B4Z DISAGREE 9Z NA 7Z
COWtENTSi Only a alight dfcriaii froi tht riiulti obtainid in 1980. OICC'i (lOOZ)
agrta that riporti contain uitful data, Nhili only 61Z of ROICC'i agrit.
Fourttin ptrctnt noN strongly agrtt that NCEL rtporti contain uttful data




QUESTION 9i Mhin I niid an inforiil riipontt to i tichnical qutition, I prtfir to contact
a contractor rathtr than NCEL.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrcint)
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA A D SO NA 8A A D SD NA
PMD 102 7 29 49 8 71 28Z 4ez 9X 8Z
ROICC 23 3 9 10 1 13X 39X 43Z OZ 4Z
PMC 18 5 10 1 OZ 28Z 56Z IIZ 6Z
OICC 6 2 4 OZ 25Z 50Z 25Z OZ
CB 16 2 2 5 2 13Z 13Z 31Z 31Z 13Z
EFD 36 1 10 23 3Z 2BZ 64Z 6Z OZ
NAVFAC 22 2 5 11 2 9Z 23Z 50Z 9Z 9Z
RESERVE 5 1 1 20Z OZ 20Z 60Z OZ
OTHER 43 2 10 19 8 6
132 33 20
4Z 22Z 42Z 18Z 13Z
TOTAL 275 18 72
MtAy nc TOTAL RESPONSE- S\ 7X 26Z 46Z 12Z 7Xntnn Ur ?)
A6REE 33Z DISAGREE 60Z NA 7Z
•ssBsictsaxszsssasaisxsszss ssaaazsaaca:taazaaaaassiisaasaaalaaaaaaai laaaaaaaailaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaai aaaa
1980 8TUDY (quMtion 8)'
••at








DISAGREE S6Z1 NAaaai 4Zaaaa
COHNENTSi Sixty pircint of riipondinti prifir contacting NCEL for a riiponii to a ttchnical
quiition initiad of contactinq a contractor, an incrtaii froi 36Z in 1960. Ovir




QUESTION 10: NCEL, at a strvice organization, realizes the iiportance of being
reiponsive to its custoeer's needs.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (percent)
GROUP FREQUENCY SA A SD NA SA A D SD NA
ssssasss::3ssasss3ssxszass3zs3zS3333BZZZZZaBBZZZBZZZS3E3Z33ZZZ szazszsssBBzazBSB:EaaaaaasaaaasaaaaaaaaaaaB
PHD 102 10 6S 15 10 lOZ 64Z ISZ 2Z lOZ
ROICC 23 13 4 13Z 57Z 13Z OZ 17Z
PNC 18 13 72Z 22Z OZ OZ
OICC 8 6 13Z 75Z 131 OZ OZ
C6 16 9 3 13Z S6Z 6Z 6Z 19Z
EFD 36 23 3 14Z 64Z 61 8Z 8Z
NAVFAC 22 9 41Z 32Z 23Z OZ
RESERVE 3 2 40Z 40Z OZ 20Z OZ
OTHER 45 27 7 13Z 60Z 9X 2Z 16Z
saBSBaasaaasssassssBBsaazx 3SS39SZZSS sasaaesB :ssssssBsazzzz aBBaazzasz ssaaass::SB6SZBS asssaaa
TOTAL 275 31 167 37 13 27
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE- ...» IIZ 61Z i3Z SZ lOZ
s:3:33S3z:33ssB aBzaasBszBBaaa aaaaaaa
A6REE 721 DISAGREE 18Z NA lOZ
BBSZ3B3=ZCZ8aZSSZ3SEaZBBZZZ3ZSZ33BZZBS3BSSSZ8a3aBSCZa3S38SBX3ZS3SaSXZ33B3SBSS388ZBSBBSaaBa8aBaaBSa8aaaaaaaBa
1980 STUDY (question 7, opposite wording) » 121 60Z 18Z 31 7Z
888888888888888 aaaBBaaaaaaaaaB aaaaaaa
A6REE 72Z DISAGREE 21Z NA 7Z
SZSaZZZ3SS3S:SS::sa=ZSS33=3ZSZS333SS33338SZSZ3Z3ZS333Z33a33SZ:3S8S8S8Z8333BB8B3BaBS3Ba8aSaaB8BaBS8B888aaaaaa
COHHENTSi Overall results are consistent Nith the 1980 study. OICC's (8BZ) strongly feel that
NCEL realizes the iiportance of being responsive to its custoior's needs, Nhereas
only 461 of NAVFAC Hdqtrs agree. NAVFAC Hdqtrs (231) and RESERVES (201) strongly





OUESTIOM 111 Nork ptrfortid by NCEL ii coiplttid in a ion tiiely and •fficiint lanntr than aork
contracttd to non-Navy labi.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA
BSSS
A D 8D NA SA A 80 NA











ROICC 23 13 9X 9Z OZ 57Z
PWC 18 6 6Z 17Z OZ 33Z
OICC 8 4 131 13Z OZ 50Z
CB 16 7 6Z 31Z OZ 44Z
EFD 36 6 15 OX 22Z 17Z 42Z
NAVFAC 22 12 6 2 OZ 9Z 27Z 9Z













TOTAL 275 12 65 72 17 109












1980 STUDY (quiitlon 31
,
opposit 9 Mordi __ I \\ 6Z 45Z 2Z 31Zngl — —— //
laaaaa aaaaaaa
AGREE 51Z DISAGREE 18Z NA 31Z
SSSaSBBSSBSBSSBSSaBSSSSZSazSSCSrSZSSSSXssaaaaBaaaiIBBBBBElaaaaasBBilaaaaaaaasailaaaaaaiizaaaaaaaaailaaaaaailaaaaaaa
COHHENTGi The aajority of rfipondenti (40Z) did not aniwer, an incrfaii froa 31Z in 1980.
Significantly ftHtr agrii (28Z) ai coapartd to 51Z in thi 1980 study. Eighty-
tito pircint of NAVFAC rtipondinti fail Mork pirforaid by NCEL ii not ai tiaaly




OUESTION 12i NCEL rtCMttndationi art uiually coipatibli Nith txiiting guidt iptcificationi,
diiign lanuali and codti.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrctnt)
GROUP FREQUENCY SA A D 8D NA 8A A D 80 NA
PHD 102 9 68 4 21 67Z 4Z OZ 21Z
ROICC 23 i 12 2 52Z 9Z OZ 39Z
PHC 18 1 12 67Z OZ OZ 28Z
OICC 8 1 3 1 13Z 3BZ 13Z OZ 38Z
CB 16 3 8 1 191 30Z 6Z OZ 23Z
EFD 36 2 24 I 67Z 3Z OZ 23Z
NAVFAC 22 13 4 3 59Z 18Z 14Z 9Z
RESERVE 5 3 1 60Z 20Z OZ OZ 20Z
OTHER 43 1 30 2 12 67Z OZ 4Z 27Z
TOTAL 275
TOTAL RESPONSE-
21 171 13 5 65
62Z 9Z 2Z 24ZncHn ur - --//
A6REE 70Z 0I8A6REE 7Z NA 24Z
1980 STUDY (quiition 56
••a
,











CONHENTSi Riiulti indlcati that NCEL ricoiMndatloni an noM lignlficantly ion coipatibli
(70Z VI 49Z in 1980). Riiirvii (80Z) and PND'i (76Z) agni thi loit Nhili




QUESTION 13i I hivi rtady acciii to a Norkablt riftrtnct lyitM of NCEL Uttraturi
publiihid ovtr thi lait 3 yiari.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrctnt)
GROUP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA
102 6 38 36 16 6
SA 80 NA
PND 35Z 16Z 6Z
ROICC 23 5 12 1 521 22Z 4Z
PKC 18 9 6 2 33Z 6Z HZ
OICC 8 1 2 4 13Z 50Z 13Z oz
CB 16 7 7 1 44Z 6Z 6Z
EFD 36 17 11 2 31Z 17Z 4Z
NAVFAC 22 1 10 4 IBZ 32Z OZ
RESERVE 3 1 2 40Z 40Z oz
OTHER 45 14 17 10 4 38Z 22Z 9Z
TOTAL 275 8 103 99 49 16
HCAu np TOTAL RESPONSE-- .__ \\ 36Z 18Z 6ZntnH Ur ))
A6REE DI8A6REE 34Z NA 6Z
1980 STUDY (quMtlon 44) ...._..\\ 42Z
•1 15Z 6Z"""//
A6REE 37Z DISAGREE 57Z NA 6Z
saiiBSBHBist assSBcaxsssscxrazsax exSXZKZS3SSI SBcsaasKBaBzs«B>aasasaaaaBaaBSBs>aB> a a>»>>>
COHKENTSi Riiulti an coniiitint Nlth 1980, a lajority still fetl that thflr
rtftrtnca lyitta niidi laproviatnt. ROICC'i (22Z) and Rtitrvii




QUESTION 14i I rifcr tfchnical problfii that art biyond ly capability to the EFD and lit thti
dicidi Nhithir to rifir thii to NCEL.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)
SA A D 8D NA
RESPONSE: DISTRIBUTION
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA \ SD NA
PMD 102 12 4!1 30 7
ROICC 23






OTHER 43 i;' 14 2
TOTAL 275 30
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE















































ilZ 39Z 27Z 7Z 16Z
A8REE 50Z DISA6REE 34Z NA 16X
COHHENTSi Oni-half of thf rfspondinti prifir to refer problcei to their EFD.
CB'i (37Z) and PHC'i (56Z) prefer to refer their probleii to NCEL.




QUESTION 19i For tht tiaii you havi utilizid NCEL ricoNinditions
did you loit oftini (chick oni)
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION
uied uitd callid dirict
6R0UP FREQUENCY INDEI FILES NCEL OTHERS NA
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrcfnt)
uifd uiid cAlltd dirtct
INDEX FILES NCEL OTHERS NA
PND 102 12 12 39 17 22 12Z 12Z 38Z 17Z 221
ROICC 23 8 8 7 OZ OZ 39Z 3SZ 30Z
PNC 18 2 3 6 7 IIZ 17Z 33Z 39Z OZ
OICC 8 1 1 3 1 2 13Z 13Z 3BZ 13Z 29Z
CB 16 4 1 4 2 3 25Z 6Z 25Z i3Z 31Z
EFD 36 7 3 10 10 6 19Z 8Z 28Z 28Z 17Z
NAVFAC 22 3 2 7 6 4 14Z 9Z 32Z 27Z 18Z
RESERVE 3 1 3 1 20Z OZ 60Z 20Z OZ
OTHER 45 6 6 19 8 6 13Z 13Z 42Z IBZ 13Z
TOTAL 275 36 28 99 60 52
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE » 13Z lOZ 36Z 22Z 19Z
1980 STUDY (queition 43) » 30Z 14Z 20Z 12Z 24Z
CONAENTSi A lignificint incriatt froi 20Z to 36Z in tht ptrcontagt of riipondinti Mho call or
Nriti NCEL hat occurrid linci thi 1980 itudy. Alio a dtcriait in thi nuibir of

















DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)











282 52Z ill OZ
2 13Z 30Z 43Z 4Z 9Z
221 67: 6Z OZ
13Z 751 13Z OZ
31X 382 25Z OZ
19X 72X 3Z OZ
n 18Z 64Z OZ
20Z 20Z 40Z 20Z OZ
2
as
3B)( 31Z 22Z 4Z
(saaaa
TOTAL 275 21 73 133
MEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE
44 4
» 8Z 27Z 4BZ 16Z IZ
saaaaaaasssBBBa aaBaaasaaaaaaa aaaaaaa
AGREE 35Z DISABREE 64Z NA IZ
aa:asaz3aa3sssxs33«BBs:s:sssB:s=33s:ss3S3asBsass8a3s=ss3ss338aaa3S3aaaaaa3S3BssBBB3aaaaaaBBasaaaaBaaaBaaa8aa
CONNENTSi Sixty-four percent of respondents feel that they are knowledgable about NCEL and
the RID process. OICC's (88Z) feel that they are eost knoNledgable and ROICC's
(47Z) feel that they are least knoMledgcable. Thirty-five percent agree that
they knoM little about NCEL and the RiD process, Nhile over 90Z of responses to




QUESTION 17i I rifer technical probleii directly to NCEL, becauic the EFD often
lacki fpecialized expertise.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (percent)















ROICC 23 3 4 o: 13Z 48Z 22Z 171
PKC 16 5 1 in 28Z 96Z OZ 6Z
Dice 8 131 OZ 63Z 23Z OZ
C6 16 2 2 oz 13Z 63Z 13Z 13Z
EFD 36 4 8 n IIZ 36Z 111 22Z
NAVFAC 22 4 2 9Z 18Z 49Z 23Z 9Z
RESERVE 5 40Z OZ 20Z 40Z OZ
OTHER <5
iSBBB




















A6REE 19Z D1SA6REE 69Z NA 12Z
csszEzz:=:=Ezs:sazcsr==zaszszscazzEZZc::s=:essszxss>ss::9tssEzzszrcszscazaBilaaazsassai ISBBBBBla:>••
COHHENTSi Sixty-nine percent of respondents feel that the EFD does have the specialized
^'expertise. OICC's (88Zj feel that the EFD does have specialized expertise,




QUESTION 18i NCEL rtcoMendations tend to be good business decisions.






















ROICC 23 13 6 571 OZ 26Z
PKC 18 12 2 67Z OZ IIZ
Dice 8 5 2 13Z 63Z OZ 29Z
CB 16 B 5 50Z OZ 31Z
EFD 36 20 8 56Z OZ 22Z
NAVFAC 22 ? 3 1 41Z 14Z 9Z
RESERVE 5 5 lOOZ OZ OZ
OTHER 45 26
M^ikMNt^^^^^a


















A6REE 63Z DISA6REE 17Z NA 20Z
SBSZSESBZSBBaaSBCSBBSSSSZSSSSESSBSSSSSZSaSSSSSZSSCZSSSSSBSaSBBSBKBBBSBZBSBSBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBaBBBBBSBBBBBBSB
CORHENTSi Sixty-three percent of respondents agree that NCEL recoiiendations are good business decisions.
RESERVE'S (iOOZ), OICC's (76Z), and PHC's (73Z| agree that NCEL recowcndations tend to be
good business decisions. NAVFAC Hdqtrs (50Z) agrees least, Hith 14Z strongly disagreeing.




QUESTION 19i I coniidir NCEL litiraturi iiportant inough to dtvot* lufflciint tin it Mork to rtvliN.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA A D 8D NA BA A D BD NA
PMD 102 6 63 20 62Z 20Z 9Z
ROICC 23 e 10 33Z 43Z 13Z 9Z
PKC le 1 10 36Z 33Z 6Z
OICC e 1 2 13Z 29Z ill OZ
CB 16 4 6 29Z 38Z 29Z 13Z OZ
EFD 36 2 22 61Z 29Z 3Z
NAVFAC 22 2 12 99Z 23Z SZ
RESERVE 5 4 80Z OZ 20Z OZ
OTHER 45 2 26 11 98Z 24Z IIZ
TOTAL 275 18 153 70 15 19
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE- 56Z 25Z 7Z"""//















A6REE 3BZ DISAGREE 61Z NA IZ
COnHENTS: A tignificant incrtitv in agrtMcnt, 63Z vi 36Z in 1980. Rtitrvtt (BOZl




QUESTION 20i NCEL is htlpful in providing Inforiition and/or tiiistance on request.












8A A D 6D NA
PHD 14Z 61Z BZ 2Z 16Z
ROICC 23 16 1 17Z 70Z 4Z OZ 9Z
PKC IB 14 1 IIZ 7BZ 6Z OZ 6Z
OICC 4 38Z 30Z OZ OZ 13Z
C6 16 e 25Z 50Z OZ 6Z 19Z
EFD 36 24 3 171 67Z 8Z OZ 8Z
NAVFAC 22 le 1 OZ 82Z 5Z 14Z OZ
RESERVE 1 60Z 20Z OZ 20Z OZ







HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE
174 16 34
-» 16Z 63Z 6Z 3Z 12Z
aaaasaaaasaaacE aaaaaBBaaaaaaB bbbbbbb
A6REE 79Z DISAGREE 9Z NA 12Z
BBaaaBSBSSBECaBKICBBXSBBCaaBaBBBSBBCBaBBBBI








IZ 13ZITDy DIUuT ((jUflllOn ^ / ) — ----------- --•""""""""""""""""""//
A6REE 78Z DISAGREE 9Z NA 13Z
IQAfl RTIinV fniiBcfinn 171----.—---.------..——-_———---- \\ A6REE < 78Z DISAGREE
IBBBBBBBBaal
> 22ZiTOO OIUUi lljUlBllOn i / J ------ - ---- -
BBaaBBBBBBBaBaaBaasssBaaBaBaaaasasBSBBSBaailaaBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBI
COnriENTSt Reiponte ii conilttent Nith the 1960 reiulti, NCEL reiaini highly helpful.
PHC'i (691), OlCC'i (6BZ) and ROICC i (e7Z) loit agree that NCEL is helpful.
RESERVE'S (60Z) and OICC's (36Z) strongly agree that NCEL is helpful, Nhile
20Z of RESERVES and 141 of NAVFAC Hdqtrs respondents strongly disagree.




QUESTION 21 i Construction Mteriali to iipleaent NCEL recoiiendations art iildoi available.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (perctnt)
GROUP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA SA A SD NA





ROICC 23 3 13 1 6 13Z 4Z 26Z
PNC 18 4 11 3 22Z OZ 17Z
OICC 5 1 2 01 13Z 25Z
C6 16 1 2 9 4 13X OZ 23Z
EFD 36 1 1 13 3 18 3X BZ 50Z
NAVFAC 22 1 6 10 1 4 27X 5Z 18Z


















MPAM nc TOTAL RESPONSE-- .___.\\ HZ 4Z 28ZntHN Ur —— //
AGREE 14Z DISAGREE 58Z NA 28Z





AGREE 31Z DISAGREE 49Z NA 20Z
BBSSBBBBBBSBSBSBBBC3S33BSSSSBBB3SSa«SSBCSCSSS8SBBSBSSBBeBSSSS8BBS8SBBaBBBBBBBBBSSSaBBBBBBSBBBBBaBBBBaa>aBBBa
COnnENTSi Hore reipondents fe»l that construction laterials to iipleaent NCEL recoiiindations
an iori riadily availabli than thiy mri in 1980, 3BZ vs 49Z. Fourtiin ptrctnt
fill aatirial availability is a probln Nhili 28Z arin't luri. RESERVES
(80Z) and OICCs (76Z) fill availability of latiriali is not a problii, Mhlli




QUESTION 22i I have had personal contact Nith NCEL Mithin the last 3 years.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION
GROUP FREQUENCY SA A SD NA
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pirctnt)











ROICC 23 6 26Z 17Z 4Z
PNC 18 10 96Z 6Z 6Z
OICC 8 3 38Z 13Z 13Z
C6 16 ? S62 19Z 6Z
EFD 36 12 18 90Z 3Z 3Z
NAVFAC 22 11 7 32Z 9Z OZ
RESERVE 5 1 1 20Z 20Z OZ
OTHER 45 16 13 11 2 3 in 4Z 7Z
BBBBCBSIBB8BaBBBBSaBBaSBaaBaB«SBB:BBBB8aBSBXSBeZSeBZasaBCaB88BC Kxttxat*•sacBaBasB aaa
TOTAL 275 76 no 50 27 12
Mc&u np TOTAL RESPONSE-
aaaaaaBBBBBaaaB













COHHENTSt Sixty-light percent of repondents have had personal contact nith NCEL Nithin the





BUESTION 23: NCEL reports ire Nritten in a ttyle that laintaini ay interiit.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (percent)
BROUP Fl^EOUENCY SA A D SD
tasazaasaaBEaaaBzcazsasszxazsassBSBBaaaaaBBza
102 2 71 IB 2
NA
9







ROICC 23 12 6 3 2 OZ 52); 26Z 13Z
PHC 18 1 13 2 1 1 6Z 721[ HZ
OICC 8 2 3 10 2 25Z 381; 13Z 2SZ
CB 16 10 4 1 1 OZ 63'( 25Z
EFC 36 3 20 9 2 2 8Z 56)[ 25Z
NAVFAC 22 4 9 7 2 18Z 41'I 32Z
RESERVE 5 4 1 OZ 80)[ OZ 20Z
OTHER 45 1 31 6 2 5 2Z 69'I 13Z IIZ
s:s:sss=ss::z:z3c:BszaEza3zzEcsz=zzEza:zzzz3BSSs:r:zBsza :3Z38ESS BZZZZZaSsaSBBBIBaaSBBBBBBBBBBBaBBaBKSSBBBB
TOTAL 275 13 173 53 13 23
















1968 STUDY /•tiiMVvinn 00 MMM#^r**M kjf«r«4«nMl^^^^^a>^^^^^^.B .._.-.\\ AGREE 40); DISAGREE 60Z(quesiion zVj opposHe noroingj • ~ //
SBZC:saSSStSSSBBSSSS33BZBSBBSSS=SSSZBSBS:iSSSSSaSSSSa«CBBCSSSaaSSZZ3SS«B>KaSSBBBI
COmENTSi Overall reiulti are coniiitent Nlth 1980. Reiervei (BOX) and PMC'i (71iZ) agree aost
that reports eaintain their interests, Nhilc ROICC's (52Z) agree least. and NAVFAC




QUESTION 24i I hivi ion influtnct ovtr Mork contracttd to NCEL than I do to othtr libi.
GROUP FREQUENCY
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION
SA A D 8D NA
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)
SA A D SD NA
•aBaasBBB)









ROICC 23 4 12 91 17Z 17Z 4Z 92Z
PUC IB 10 IIZ IIZ 96Z OZ 221
OICC 8 1 13Z 25Z 13Z OZ 90Z
CB 16 6 OZ 25Z 38Z 6Z 31Z
EFD 36 9 11 HZ 22Z 25Z IIZ 31Z
NAVFAC 22 3 23Z 27Z 14Z 18Z 18Z
RESERVE 5 20Z 20Z OZ 40Z 20Z








TOTAL 275 25 71 69 19 91
9Z 26Z 25Z 7Z 33ZntnN Ur lUlnL KtsrUnBt " "//
AGREE 35Z DISAGREE 32Z NA 33Z














COHNENTSi The ovfrill reiulti in alaoit fvinly divided in thirds. NAVFAC Hdqtri (90Z) igretd
the that they have eore influence over Nork pcrforied by NCEL Nith 23Z of thei




BUEBTION 2Si NCEL ii helpful in idintlfylng pointi-of-contact that can provldi additional attistanct.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pirctnt)
GROUP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA SA A D SD NA
PHD 102 11 M 12 2 26 IIZ 501 12Z 2Z 25Z
ROICC 23 IS I 7 02 6SZ 4Z OZ 30Z
PNC 18 2 11 2 3 IIZ 61Z IIZ OZ 17Z
OICC 8 1 4 1 2 13Z 90Z 13Z OZ 2SZ
C6 U 3 7 2 4 19Z 44Z 13Z OZ 25Z
EFD 36 1 21 8 6 3Z SBZ 22Z OZ i7Z
NAVFAC 22 2 10 6 2 2 9Z 49Z 27Z 9Z 9Z
RESERVE i 1 3 1 20Z 60Z OZ 20Z OZ
OTHER 45 8 23 3 1 10 18Z 51Z 7Z 2Z 22Z
BSSSSIXSZSSSIBSSZSIISSSSC:z:s:BS:SSSS=SSSSSS3SSSSSZI>Sia>Z3BSSE SSZBZZazZBBBBaBBBBSBBBZBBaBBazaBBBZZBaBBai
TOTAL 275 29 145 35 6 60
MEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE >> IIZ 53Z 13Z 2Z 21Z
aBSBBBBBBBBBBaa BaBBBBaBB88aBa BBBBBBB
A6REE 64Z DISAGREE ISZ NA 21Z
BBzazBZBZzzzzezszzzzBEzzzsszszEEZzzzzzczzzzzzzEzzaaaBBaBBazzzzzzBBBzzaazasBBBaBBBBaBaaBazBBaaaaBaaaBBBaaaaaa
1980 STUDY (question 37, oppoiite wording) » IZ 5Z 66Z 21Z 7Z
aBBsaaaBBBBBBsa BBaaaaaBBaBaaBa BBBBaaa
AGREE 6Z DISAGREE 89Z NA 7Z
BBaaEzzseaBszaaaazzzzzzzzaazBzzszBszzssBESssBBZBBZBBBBBBBBBBBBBBZBBaaaBBBBasasaaaaaaaaaBaBaBaBaaasBBBBaBBBaB
COnHENTSi Eighty-liven percent of reipondenti in 1980 felt that NCEL did not provide pointi-
of-contact. This is a significant turn-around, as 64Z noM agree that NCEL is
providing points-of-contact for additional assistance. RESERVES (80Z) and PMC's
(72Z) agree aost that NCEL is helpful in providing points-of-contact. NAVFAC




QUESTION 26i I cm uiually find a May to apply NCEL ricoMendationi.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA
acBaBsnzBasssBaBKCissBasasiasaassrcBasssssaasasBrsBBSBBBasBSBB
PUD 102 1 47 30 4 20
RGICC 23 1 7 8 2 5
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrcint)
SA A D SD NA
n 462 29Z 41 20Z
4Z 302 3SZ 9Z 22Z
6Z 56Z 17Z OZ 22Z
13Z 38Z 13Z OZ 38Z
OZ &3Z 25Z OZ 13Z
3Z 47Z 2SZ OZ 29Z
5Z 41Z 32Z 5Z IBZ
OZ 40Z 40Z OZ 20Z
13 4Z 47Z 20Z OZ 29Z
••BaacaaaBaaaaaEaaasaBaBssEcsaasaazsasssssssBsscsaBasBaasaaxss: asaaBBaBaBssBBBBBEsaBsaaaaBaaaBaaBsaBBasaa
TOTAL 275 B 126 73 7 61






















A6REE 49Z DISAGREE 29Z NA 221
BaBBaBBaaBBBaaaaasBSBBaBaaacBaacBasaaBaassaaaaBBaaBaaaBasBaBaaBSBaBBBaBaaBBaBaBBaBaBBBBaaaaBaaBaBaaaBaaaBSBB
1980 STUDY (quistion 49, opposite wording) >> 7Z 57Z 22Z 3Z IIZ
AGREE 64Z DISAGREE 25Z NA HZ
sEs=:aasBs::ss:Bssa3s=::::s8zssxs=szs:zssBBSBB:zBS3s:ss=XBSEsss:s:sz3s:BBs:3SBS8a38aBBBBZ=Ez:BBx:aBaBBaBBBBB
COHHENTSi Sixty-four pircint of rtipondtnti in 1960 filt that thty could apply an NCEL ricoa-
•endation Mhile 49Z noM feel the laae. CB't (631) and PMC'i (62Z) fitl that NCEL





QUESTION 27i NCEL reports tend to be Inconduiive ind provide no reconended actioni.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (percint)
8R0UP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA SA A D SD NA
sssBBssazassssscsiiBrssssBxatcsamsBBBassBEBBSBasBBBBaBasacnis BBBaBBaBCBBaBaBBaBBBaaBSBBBBaBsaBaBaBBaBaa
PUD 102 2 11 60 10 19 2X UX 59X lOX 19X
ROICC 23 4 6 2 11 OX 17X 26X 9X 48X
PNC 18 12 2 4 OX OX 67X IIX 22X
OICC 6 6 1 1 OX OX 79X 13X 13X
CB 16 9 2 5 OX OX S6X 13X 31X
EFD 36 1 3 24 3 5 3X 8X 67X 8X 14X
NAVPAC 22 2 6 11 3 9X 27X SOX 14X OZ
RESERVE S 1 2 1 1 OX 20X 40X 20X 20X
OTHER 45 6 26 4 9 OX 13X 9BX 9X 20X
B88aBZEar:3aaBsssBXBs=za8sasszsssEsssr::::s3s:Erssss=ssEssscB:3 zssBzssBssaBBBBaaEaxssaBasEszaaaasnaaBBBS
TOTAL 275 5 31 156 28 55
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE » 2X 111 57X lOX 20X
ZBBBBZBBSBBBBaa BsaasBzzzaaBzz aasBBBz
AGREE 13X DISAGREE 67X NA 20X
aaBesaBEaaaasBBSszsaaaBBcaaasaazEBzcBczsBSZBBZBBZBZzzzazesBazBzaBSssBaasaBZSZBBBSBBaBBaaaBaaaaaBacaBBBBaaaBa
19B0 STUDY (question 28) » IX 12X 69X 8X lOX
AGREE 13X DISAGREE 77X NA lOX
asEzsEss:s::ss:3::EBs:sssz::3s::zzBSB3S3sszs3zs:=z:ssEzsBzs3Sss:zss=E:3EEBaBaasEaBzsBBBaBSSs:BS888BaasaaBBBB
1968 STUDY (question 28) » AGREE 38X DISA8REE 62X
8BBaaBBE83:s:3ESZBZSBSSSEBZZEZ3SSSXSZZS:EaBESBSS8EBaBZ88ZSZSZSZ3Za8SZBB8BZ83BSS8B8BBaza8SZSZS8EazaaBBaBZa88B
COnHENTSi Sixty-seven percent of respondents feel thit reports are conclusive as coipired to
77X in 1980. While the saae percentage (13X) feel that reports are inconclusive,
an additional lOX did not ansMer (noN 20X vs lOX in 1980). OICC's (88X) and PHC's
(78!) feel that reports are conclusive, nhile 36X of NAVFAC Hdqtrs respondents




QUESTION 28i Hon iiny tiiei in thf past 3 yiart havf you personally betn riiponfible for
actually iapliainting NCEL ricoiiindatloni? (chtck oni)
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrctnt)
6R0UP FREQUENCY NEVER 1-3 4-6 7-10 >10 NA NEVER 1-3 4-6 7-10 >10 NA
as3B>aBcsiBsm>smKSXsstBBsrcrssss:B=rxiBBSBas3sazs3ssaBazBSBS> BaBBBaBBSBBBBBBBBaaaBasaBaBaaBBaaaaBaaa
PMD 102 32 62 3 3 3iZ 612 5Z OZ 3Z OZ
ROICC 23 12 10 1 S2Z 43Z 4Z OZ OZ OZ
PHC 18 5 11 1 1 28Z 61Z 6Z 6Z OZ OZ
OICC 8 4 4 50Z 50Z OZ OZ OZ OZ
C6 16 8 8 JOZ 30Z OZ OZ OZ OZ
EFD 36 12 19 2 111 33Z 53Z 6Z 3Z 3Z 3Z
NAVFAC 22 3 10 4 3 2 14Z 45Z 18Z 14Z OZ 9Z
RESERVE 5 1 4 20Z SOZ OZ OZ OZ OZ
OTHER 43 16 20 7 2 36Z 44Z 16Z OZ 4Z OZ
TOTAL 275 93 148 20 3 6 3
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE » 34Z 34Z 7Z 2Z 2Z IZ
1980 STUDY (qutition 57) » 35Z 45Z 15Z 4Z 2Z OZ
196B STUDY (qufstion 57) » iniufficient data
CONnENTS: Riiulti are consistent Kith the 1980 study, 66Z of respondents have
iipleiented NCEL recoaaendations, Nhile 34Z have not. NAVFAC Hdqtrs (86Z)




QUESTION 29i In conjunction Nith qutition 28, Mhat lost often liad you
to uie NCEL ricoaainditioni? (chick oni)
GROUP
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pirctnt)
RECOn- LAST ASKED RECOH- LAST ASKED
FREQUENCY HEHORY READ HENDED PLACE FOR NA NEHORY READ NENDED PLACE FOR NA
PHD 102 28 20 6 3 18 25 27Z 20Z 6Z 3Z 18Z 25Z
ROICC 23 4 2 2 4 11 17Z OZ 9Z ?Z 17Z 4BZ
PNC 18 5 2 1 6 4 28Z HZ 6Z OZ 33Z 22Z
OICC 8 3 2 1 1 1 3BZ 2SZ 13Z OZ 13Z 13Z
CB 16 5 2 1 3 S 31Z 13Z OZ 6Z 19Z 31Z
EFD 36 11 2 2 4 7 10 31Z 6Z 6Z IIZ 1?Z 28Z
NAVFAC 22 8 2 1 3 6 2 36Z 9Z 5Z 14Z 27Z 9Z
RESERVE 3 2 3 OZ 40Z OZ OZ 60Z OZ
OTHER 45 15 7 1 2 9 11 33Z 16Z 2Z 4Z 20Z 24Z
TOTAL 275 79 39 14 17 57 69
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE » 29Z 14Z 3Z 6Z 21Z 23Z
1980 STUDY (qutition 58) » 39Z 18Z 4Z 2Z 12Z 25Z
CONHENTSi In 1980, 2Z of riipondints Hirt not AMari of thi inforiition iviilible froa NCEL.
Thli figuri hii incriaitd slightly to 6Z. Conviritly, 69Z of riipondtnti
tri noH iHirf of the inforiition that NCEL can providi at coiparid to
74Z in 1980. Significantly ion (21Z) aikid for Inforiation froi NCEL




OUESTION 30i I find it aort econoiicil to contract Nork Hith private Ubi rather than NCEL.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pirctnt)
6R0UP FREOUENCV SA A D 8D NA SA D 8D NA
PHD 102 2 e 52 8 32 51Z 8Z 31Z
ROICC 23 1 10 1 11 43Z 4Z 48Z
PHC 18 1 13 2 2 72Z HZ 111
OICC 8 1 3 4 13Z 38Z OZ 90Z
CB 16 1 8 1 6 50Z 6Z 38Z
EFD 36 1 7 14 2 12 19X 39Z 6Z 33Z
NAVFAC 22 1 3 7 3 8 14Z 32Z 14Z 36Z
RESERVE 5 2 2 1 40Z 40Z 20Z
OTHER 45 1 5 17 3 19 IIZ 38Z 7Z 42Z
TOTAL 275
MPAU nr TnTAi Dccenucr






35ZntHN Ur luiHL ntgrungc " //
Bl
NAA6REE IIZ 3SZ










COnnENTSi Overall reiulti arc coniiitent Nith 1980. Over one-half of reipondenti (54Z) feel that
NCEL if tore econoiical than a private lab. PMC'i (83Z) fial the itrongeit that it'i
lore econoaical to contract nith NCEL, Mhile EFD'i (22Z) and NAVFAC Hdqtri (19Z) feel




BUESTION 31 1 It'i liiiir to rtftr tichnical probliii to ly EFD than to NCEL.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (ptrctnt)
6R0UP FREQUENCY SA A D SD NA SA A BD NA
PND 102 7 47 30 13 ; 46Z 13Z
ROICC 23 4 9 4 6 171I 3?Z 26Z
PNC 18 8 5 1 [ 44Z 22Z 6X
OICC 8 2 4 2 29]; 901 OZ
CB 16 1 3 8 3 : 19X 19Z
EFD 36 2 13 6 14 [ 36Z 39Z
NAVFAC 22 1 10 6 3 [ 45X 14Z
RESERVE 5 3 1 ; 60Z 20Z OZ
OTHER 45 1 IB 12 12 : 40Z 27Z
TOTAL 275 18 115 74 U 52
NEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE-a \\ 42Z 19ZBBBII 1
1
AGREE 481(a DISAGREE 33Z NA 19Z
COnNENTSi Slightly liti than one-half of thr rttpondtnti (48Z) fttl It'i tailtr to rtftr
their technical probleai to their EFD. OICC'i (75Z) found it taiieit to
refer to their EFD, while a aajority of CB'i (56Z) and PMC'f (481) found
it eatier to refer their probleit to NCEL. OlCC't (25Zj and ROICC't (17Z) feel
that it'i easier to refer to an EFD, while PNC't (221) and RESERVES (20Z) strongly





QUESTION 32) Hy organization laintaint an adequati tichnical library.




SA A D SD NA
I 47 37 12 5
SA A D 6D NA
PHD 461 36Z 12Z 9Z
ROICC 23 2 7 4 1 301 39Z 17Z 4Z
PNC 18 7 2 1 39X 44Z IIZ 6Z
Dice 8 4 2 902 29Z 29Z 01
CB 16 2 9 2 13Z 56Z 19Z 13Z OZ
EFD 36 2 20 11 2 1 96Z 31Z 6Z 3Z
NAVPAC 22 I 10 1 1 49Z 41Z 9Z 9Z
RESERVE 5 3 60Z 40Z oz OZ
OTHER 45 2 7 26 6 4 16Z 58Z 13Z 91
TOTAL 275
TOTAL RESPONSE-
10 114 107 31 13
\\ 4U 39Z HZ 91ntHn Ur """"//
A6REE 45Z DISAGREE 90Z NA 9Z
1960 STUDY (qutition 42 ....N\ AGREE 67Z DISAGREE 27Z NA 7Z"""//
SSSSSISSBB3EBZCXSa>BasSIrsss asBBaaai ZBISVSBES8SZSIISBBSSai aaaBBBBiIBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB BBBBBBBBBBBIIBBBSB BBSBBBB
CONHENTSi Liti than one-half (45Z) agree that their organization laintaini an adequate
technical library, a decrease froi 67Z in 1980. OICC'i (251) itrongly feel that
their organization doci not eaintain an adequate technical library, Nhile 13Z
of 06' t strongly feel that they do laintain an adequate technical library.




QUESTION 33i NCEL rccoiMndationi can uiuiUy bi iipltitntffd Nithout requiring xtvnilvi tqulpaint changii.



















PND 102 38 24 36 OZ 37Z 4Z 35Z
ROICC 23 1 6 12 42 26Z OZ S2Z
m IB 6 7 OZ 33Z OZ 39Z
OICC 8 1 1 4 i3Z 13Z OZ SOZ
C6 1& 1 8 6 6Z 50Z 6Z 38Z
EFD 36 12 17 OZ 33Z 3Z 47Z
NAVFftC 22 6 8 OZ 27Z 14Z 36Z
RESERVE 5 3 1 OZ 60Z OZ 20Z
OTHER 45 20 10 15 OZ 44Z OZ 33Z
TOTAL 275 3 100 57 9 106
SBSBBBBBBBBBSBBBaSSS TBBSBB BBI BBBB
























C0NHENT5; Titenty-four percent of respondents feel that NCEL recoiiendations do require extcniive
equipient changii at coapared to 30Z in 1960. OlCC'a (13Z) strongly agree that
recoMcndationt can be iipleiented nithout extensive equipient changes, Nhile
141 of NAVFAC Hdqtrs disagreed. Of significance in this question, is the large
large increase in the nuiber of respondents Mho did not ansiier (39Z noH, vs 25Z in 1960)
This 14Z increase coincides Mith an 8Z decrease in those Mho agree and a 6Z decrease




QUESTION 34i I priftr riciiving quartirly ibttracti of NCEL report! to rtctiving thi coiplftt rtport.
GROUP FREQUENCY
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION
SA A D SD NA
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (pircint)

















ROICC 23 9 5 17Z 39Z 22Z OZ 22Z
PNC 18 11 2 01 61Z 28Z OZ m
Dice 4 1 13Z 90Z 25Z OZ 13Z
CB 16 10 38Z 63Z OZ OZ OZ
EFD 36 18 1 4 19Z 30Z 17Z 3Z uz
NAVFAC 22 9 2 2 14X 41Z 27Z 9Z 9Z
RESERVE 3 1 OZ 60Z 20Z OZ 20Z





40 141 61 7 26
ISZ 3U 22Z 3Z 9Zncnn Ur lUI Jt"" """//
A6REE 66Z DISAGREE 25Z NA 9Z
SBSSSsaBaaacaszazsaaBaassasBaBBBBBSsaazszaaasccBa saaaaazs ssasssaasacaaasa BaaaaaaBaa laaaaa BBBBaaa























CONHENTSt Th» ovirall rtiulti an coniiitint Nith 1980 study. TNO-thirdi of rtipondenti
itill prifsr riciiving abstracts rathtr than coipliti rtports. CD's (lOOZ)
fiel that thiy prifer abstracts and 38Z strongly fitl that thty prtfir abstracts.




QUESTION 33> NCEL provide! progriii riporti on Nork thty do for ui.
6RDUP FREQUENCY
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION























































































HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE-
109 41 111
— >> 2Z 40Z 15Z 3Z 40Z
AGREE 42Z DISAGREE IBZ NA 40Z
19B0 STUDY (quHtion 19) >> 2Z 43Z 19Z 2Z 34Z
AGREE 45Z DISAGREE 21Z NA 34Z
CZrxSSBEBSaBSSaSSBZSXBXXZSXBaBBBaaaaBBZBBXBZ
CONHENTSi Ovtrall results viry only slightly froe the 1980 study. Slightly ftMer agree
that NCEL provides progress reports (42Z vs 4SZ in 1980), but slightly finer
also disagree that NCEL provides progress reports (16Z vs 21Z in 1980). Sixty
percent of NAVFAC Hdqtrs feel that NCEL does provide progress reports, while
36Z feel that they do not| both of ohich trt above the respective leans.
Then is an increase in the nuiber of respondents Mho did not anmer, froi 34Z




fiUESTION 36: lly organization routei NCEL litiraturi to its ptople.
RESPONSE Dl STRI6UTI0I< RESI>ONSE DI STRIBUTION (perctnt)
6R0UP FREQUENCY 6A A 8D NA SA A D SD NA
scsseBs:::C3SBSSSSC8SBSBaSBIZBSX3BSBSa: BSZSBSBBSSSBSBSSSSS::ssz: BSZSaSBBS.SBBBBSSSsaBBBSBaaBsaaBassBBBassBa
PHD i02 15 56 11 5 15 15Z 55Z IIZ 191
ROICC 23 13 1 oz 571 26Z 131
PNC IB 1 14 62 7BZ 61 111
OICC 8 5 1 01 631 25Z 131 01
C6 16 3 ? 1 m MX 61 131
EFD 36 5 23 1 14Z 64Z 111 81
NAVFAC 22 3 15 14} 6BZ 91 141
RESERVE 5 1 2 I 20Z 401 201 201 01
OTHER 45 5 20 11>! 3 HZBBMSM 44Z 241BSBBBBBBBBI SKI 131>••
















1?80 STUDY (question 41















COflHENTSi A flight incrtaii froi thi 1980 itudy rnulti. Sixtynini ptrctnt of the reipondtnti
noH feel that NCEL literature ii routed to the people in the organization.
OTHERS (551) and ROICC'i (571) agree leait that NCEL literature ii routed, ohile





QUESTION 37j I ai aitart that I can custoaizi the diitribution of NCEL raporti,
ttchnical notii, abstracts and tichdata ihtitt I riciivi.
RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION (percent)
GROUP FREQUENCY YES NO NA YES NO NA
sr:=::==:=:=s===::s:sss3ssss3sssxssssz>ssssscs3: zasBssssszKssssBBsssBSBscaissxa:
PHD 102 38 58 6 37Z 57Z hi
ROICC 23 3 18 2 13Z 7BZ 9Z
PMC 18 8 10 44Z 56Z OZ
Dice 8 3 5 38Z 63Z OZ
CB 16 9 i 1 56Z 38Z 6Z
EFD 36 12 18 6 33Z m 17Z
NAVFAC 22 14 7 1 64Z 32Z 9Z
RESERVE 5 14 20Z 80Z OZ
OTHER 45 23 20 2 51Z 44Z 4Z
Bssxss:s:ssBBsrs:B38ss:sssBSBZS3zzss=:=sss3BBSs: KmmasasBSBSBsaBBBSzsBasssBSBBzaz
TOTAL 275 111 146 18
HEAN OF TOTAL RESPONSE » 40Z 53Z 7Z
ss3ZBZzsszssssss:ssszs:rs:z:asaa:8ss8sassBssazaaaasaaas3B3Z3Bass8asxszaaazsaaaaa3S333:
1980 STUDY (question 33, different but sate topic)
Receiving reports on Arctic equipaent Mhile 45Z felt distribiition
stationed in the tropics is a typical NCEL snafus Mere typical,
distribution snafu.
3533333 333=: 3=3=33:3 333=333 ==e=:3SSS:a3S:s:S3SZ3CXSS:aszasaBSZ3SE=aSSBBZSSZSSZ:ZBBB8ZX
CONNENTS: The question for this study is different than question 33 in the 1980 study.
The secondary purpose of this question is to let the user knot) that he can
custoiize the distribution of reports that he receives. More than 50Z of
the respondents are not aitare that they can custoiize the distribution
of NCEL literature that they receive. NAVFAC Hdqtrs (64Z) and CB's (56Z)
»rt lost axare that they can customize the distribution, Nhlle RESERVES (80Z),
ROICC's (78Z) and OICC's (63Z) are least aMare.
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IV. SUMMARY
The results of this study provide the reader a basis for
assessing the current utilization of NAVFAC's RDT&E
investments. In addition the results provide a measure of
improvement in the utilization of NAVFAC's RDT&E efforts
over the baselines established in the two previous studies
conducted in 1968 and 1980.
A summary of the results of the questionnaire with a
review of areas where trends have been continued, areas
where improvement may be indicated, and areas of possible
concern are provided in the following sections. The reader
is also refered to Appendix C, where comments and
suggestions for improvements are provided by questionnaire
respondents.
A. CONTINUING TRENDS
NCEL maintained previously established levels in all of
the following areas:
- Nearly all respondents continue to understand NCEL's
purpose and mission and feel that NCEL is knowledgeable
about the problems that field activities experience
- Approximately 80% still feel that NCEL is helpful, its
reports are professionally informative and contain
useful data
- Nearly three-quarters of the respondents feel NCEL has
remained sensitive to their customer's needs
- Approximately two-thirds of respondents still continue
to have personal contact with NCEL and implement NCEL
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recommendations. They feel that NCEL reports maintain
their interest, are conclusive and provide recommended
actions, but they still prefer quarterly abstracts to
receiving complete reports. Additionally, they feel
that NCEL performs work other than just pure theoretical
or applied research and the organizations they belong to
continue to route NCEL literature
Over one-half of respondents claim to have a workable
reference system of NCEL literature and continue to feel
that it's more economical to contract work with NCEL
rather than private labs.
B. IMPROVEMENTS
NCEL continued its trend of improvement in all of the
following areas:
- Seventy percent of the respondents indicate that they
feel NCEL recommendations are considerably more
compatible with existing guide specifications, design
manuals and codes, as compared to 49% in 1980
- Eighty-nine percent of respondents in the 1980 study
felt that NCEL did not provide points-of-contact for
additional assistance, whereas the results of this study
indicate a turn-around, with 64% now feeling that NCEL
does provide points-of-contact
- More respondents now consider NCEL literature important
enough to devote sufficient time at work to review, 63%
as compared to 38% in 1980
- More respondents now prefer to ask NCEL rather than a
contractor, for an informal response to a technical
question than in 1980, an increase from 56% to 60%
- Fifty-eight percent of the respondents now feel that
NCEL recommendations can be implemented with more
readily available construction materials, as compared
to 49% of the respondents in 1980
- Thirty-six percent of respondents now prefer to call
NCEL for information concerning NCEL recommendations, an
increase from 20% in 1980.
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C. AREAS OF CONCERN
The results of the study indicate slippages from
previously established levels in the following areas:
- Nearly two-thirds (64%) of respondents feel that RDT&E
funds are being spent in areas that can be applied to
real problems at field activities, however this is a
decrease from a 71% response in 1980
- Results indicate that fewer respondents feel that NCEL
is as responsive to their most common technical needs as
they were, 62% now as compared to 76% in 1980
- Two-thirds of respondents feel that NCEL reports are
conclusive and provide recommendations, however over
three-quarters of respondents felt the same in 1980
- Only 35% of the respondents now feel encouraged by their
superiors and colleagues to implement NCEL
recommendations as compared to 86% in 1980
- Forty-nine percent feel they can find a way to implement
NCEL recommendations, which is 15% lower than the 1980
results
- Over one-half of the respondents are not aware that they
can customize the distribution of NCEL literature that
they receive
- Twenty-eight percent of respondents indicate that NCEL
is more timely and efficient than non-Navy labs, a
decrease from 51% in 1980
- Forty-two percent now feel that NCEL provides progress
reports on the work they perform, slightly less than the
45% response in 1980
- Respondents report that significantly fewer of their
organizations maintain an adequate technical library,
45% now as compared to 67% in 1980.
Dramatic improvements in NAVFAC • s RDT&E program were
made in nearly every area between 1968 and 1980. The
dramatic improvements of the 1970 's helped established
higher standards for NAVFAC and NCEL's RDT&E program. These
higher standards in turn, produced higher expectations on
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the part of the customers who utilize the RDT&E products and
services. The results of this study indicate that the
progress made during the 1980 's has, in most cases, not been
as dramatic. The results of this study have identified areas
to be looked at for possible improvement and will hopefully
serve as a tool for the development of a successful RDT&E
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ASO/Code PWB-7, Philadelphia, PA
ASO/PWO, Philadelphia, PA
ASO/PWP-A, Philadelpia, PA
CBC/CO, Port Hueneme, CA
CBC/Code 10, Davisville, RI
CBC/Code 15, Port Hueneme, CA
CBC/Code 155, Port Hueneme, CA
CBC/Code 156, Port Hueneme, CA
CBC/Code 15731, Port Hueneme, CA
CBC/Code 430, Gulfport, MS
CBC/Code 470.2, Gulfport, MS
CBC/Code 82, Port Hueneme, CA
CBC/Code 84, Port Hueneme, CA
CBC/Energy Conserv, Davisville, RI
CBC/PWO (Code 400), Gulfport, MS


































































CG FMF/Lant, SCE, Norfolk, VA
CG MCCDC/PWO, Quantico, VA
CINCLANTFLT/CE Supp Plans Offr, Norfolk, VA
CINCLANTFLT/Code N47, Norfolk, VA








































CNO/DCNO, Logs, OP-413, Washington, DC
CNO/DCNO, Logs, 0P-424C, Washington, DC
CNO/DCNO, Logs, OP-452, Washington, DC
CNTECHTRA/SCE, Millington, TN
COMBATSYSTECHSCOLSCOM/Mare Island, SCE, Vallejo, CA
COMCBLANT/Code S3T, Norfolk, VA
COMCBPAC/Code CB22, Pearl Harbor, HI
COMFAIR/Med, SCE, Naples, Italy













COMNAVLOGPAC/SCE, Pearl Harbor HI
COMNAVMARIANAS/Code N4, Guam
COMNAVMARIANAS/SCE, Guam
COMNAVMILPERSCOM/Code 4413, Washington, DC
COMNAVSUPPFORANTARCTICA/DET, PWO, Christchurch, NZ
COMNAVSUPPFORANTARCTICA/Det, PWO, McMurdo
COMNAVSUPPFORANTARCTICA/PWO
COMNAVSURF/Lant, SCE, Norfolk, VA
COMNAVSURF/Pac, Code N-91, San Diego, CA
COMNAVSURF/Pac, SCE, San Diego, CA










































COMOCEANSYS/Pac, SCE, Pearl Harbor, HI
COMSUBLANT/SCE, Norfolk, VA
COMTRA/Lant, SCE, Norfolk, VA
COMTRA/SCE, San Diego, CA
DEFENSE DEPOT/PWO, Ogden, UT
DTRCEN/PWO, Annapolis, MD
DTRCEN/PWO, Bethesda, MD
EFA-SW/CO, San Diego, CA
EFA-SW/Code 101.1, San Diego, CA
EFA-SW/Code 114C, San Diego, CA
FCTC/LANT, PWO, Virginia Bch, VA
FLDSUPPACT/SCE, Washington DC
FLEHOSPSUPPOFF/SCE, Alameda, CA
LANTFLT HEDSUPPACT/SCE, Norfolk, VA
MAG/16, CO, MCAS Justin, CA
MARBKS/PWO, Washington, DC
MARCORBASE/Code 405, Camp Lejeune, NC
MARCORBASE/Code 406, Camp Lejeune, NC
MARCORBASE/Maint Offr, Camp Pendleton, CA
MARCORBASE/PAC, PWO, Camp Butler, JA
MARCORBASE/PWO, Camp Lejeune, NC
MARCORBASE/PWO, Camp Pendleton, CA
MARCORBASE/Pac, Fac Engr, Camp HM Smith, HI
MARCORPS/HQBN, PWO, Arlington, VA
MARCORPS AGCC/PW Maint Offc, Twentynine Palms, CA
MARCORPS AGCC/PWO, Twentynine Palms, CA
MCAS/Code 3JA3, Yuma, AZ
MCAS/Code 6EDD, Iwakuni, Japan
MCAS/El Toro, IJF, Santa Ana, CA
MCAS/FDPE (Nakasato), Kaneohe Bay, HI
MCAS/FMD (Hale), Cherry Point, NC
MCAS/New River, Energy Conserv, Jacksonville, NC
MCAS/PWO, Beaufort, SC
MCAS/PWO, Cherry Point, NC
MCAS/PWO, Iwakuni, Japan























































MCRD/PWO, Parris Island, SC
MCRD/PWO, San Diego, CA
MCRDAC/AROICC, Quantico, VA
NAF/AROICC, Midway Island
NAF/Code 18, Midway Island
NAF/Detroit, PWO, Mount Clemens,
NAF/Dir, Engrg Div, PWD, Atsugi,
NAF/PWO, Atsugi, Japan

































Code 18100, Beeville, TX
























Engrg Div, PWD, Keflavik, Iceland
Maint Control, Adak, AK
NAS/Energy Conserv, Adak, AK
NAS/Fac Mgmt Offc, Alameda, CA
NAS/Memphis, Code 18200, Millington, TN
NAS/Memphis, Code 18D00, Millington, TN
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Dir, Enqrg Div, Millington,
PWO, Millinqton, TN
Code 183U, San Diego, CA
PWO, San Diego, CA
183, San Diego, CA
San Diego, CA
Code 18E, Virginia Bch, VA
TN
NAS/Oceana, PWO, Virginia Bch, VA
NAS/P&E Supr, Adak, AK
NAS/PWD (Graham), Lemoore, CA
NAS/PWO (Code 182) Bermuda




NAS/PWO, Cecil Field, FL











NAS/PWO, Moffett Field, CA
NAS/PWO, New Orleans, LA
NAS/PWO, Sigonella, Italy
NAS/PWO, South Weymouth, MA
NAS/ROICC, Patuxent River, MD
NAS/SCE, Aqana, Guam
NAS/SCE, Alameda, CA
NAS/SCE, Barbers Point, HI
NAS/SCE, Cubi Point, RP
NAS/SCE, Norfolk, VA
NAS/SCE, Pensacola, FL
NAS/Whidbey Is, AOT, Oak Harbor, WA
NAS/Whidbey Is, PW-2, Oak Harbor, WA
NAS/Whidbey Is, PWEU, Oak Harbor, WA
NAS/Whidbey Is, PWO, Oak Harbor, WA
NAS/Whiting Fid, PWO, Milton, FL
NAVADMINCOM/SCE, Arm For Stf Col, Norfolk, VA
NAVAIRDEVCEN/Code 832, Warminster, PA
NAVAIRDEVCEN/Code 8323, Warminster, PA
NAVAIRDEVCEN/PWO, Warminster, PA











































NAVAIRENGCEN/Code 18232 (Collier), Lakehurst, NJ
NAVAIRENGCEN/Code 18232 (Eng), Lakehurst, NJ
NAVAIRENGCEN/Code 1824, Lakehurst, NJ
NAVAIRENGCEN/PWO, Lakehurst, NJ
NAVAIRPROPCEN/Code PW-3, Trenton, NJ
NAVAIRPROPCEN/PWO, Trenton, NJ
NAVAIRTESTCEN/PWO, Patuxent River, MD
NAVAL HOME/PWO, Gulfport, MS
NAVAVIONICCEN/PWO, Indianapolis, IN
NAVAVNDEPOT/Code 61000, Cherry Point, NC
NAVAVNDEPOT/SCE, Norfolk, VA
NAVBASE/SCE, Charleston, SC
NAVCAMS/Energy Consrv, Naples, Italy




NAVCAMS/WestPac, SCE, Guam, Mariana Islands
NAVCOASTSYSCEN/PWO (Code 740), Panama City, FL
NAVCOMMSTA/PWO, Exmouth, Australia




NAVCOMMSTA/SCE, Roosevelt Rds, PR
NAVCOMMSTA/SCE, San Miguel, RP
NAVCOMMU/Cutler, Code 50, East Machias, ME
NAVCOMMU/Cutler, PWO, East Machias, ME
NAVCOMMU/PWO, Washington, DC
NAVCONSTRACEN/CO, Gulfport, MS
NAVCONSTRACEN/CO, Port Hueneme, CA
NAVCONSTRACEN/Code 00000, Port Hueneme, CA
NAVCONSTRACEN/Code B-1, Port Hueneme, CA
NAVCONSTRACEN/Code D2A, Port Hueneme, CA
NAVELEXCEN/PWO, St Inigoes, MD
NAVFAC/Centerville Bch, PWO, Ferndale, CA
NAVFAC/Code 183, Argentia, NF






















































NAVFAC/PWO (Code 50), Brawdy Wales, UK
NAVFAC/PWO, Argentia, NF










































































































































CHES DIV./Code 04, Washington, DC
CHES DIV./Code 05, Wash, DC
CHES DIV./Code 09A, Washington, DC














































































































































DIV./Code 09P, Washington, DC
DIV./Code 10/11, Washington, DC
DIV./Code 112, Wash, DC
DIV./Code 403, Washington, DC
DIV./Code 405, Washington, DC




DIV./Code FPO-IC, Washington, DC





































DIV./Code 04, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 05, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 09A, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 098, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 09P, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 103F, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 11, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 111, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 114 (Rhoads), Philadelphia,
DIV./Code 1142/MPL, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 202.2, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code 408AF, Philadelphia, PA
DIV./Code III/WFT, Philadelphia, PA
PAC DIV./Code 04, Pearl Harbor, HI
PAC DIV./Code 05, Pearl Harbor, HI
PAC DIV./Code 09P, Pearl Harbor, HI
PAC DIV./Code 102, Pearl Harbor, HI
PAC DIV./Code 11, Pearl Harbor, HI
PAC DIV./Code 111, Pearl Harbor, HI
















































































































CONTRACTS/DROICC, Santa Ana, CA
CONTRACTS/Earle, ROICC, Colts Neck, NJ
CONTRACTS/Far East, AROICC, Okinawa, Japan
CONTRACTS/Far East, DOICC, Yokosuka, Japan
CONTRACTS/Mid Pac, OICC, Pearl Harbor, HI
CONTRACTS/North Bay, Code 1042. AA, Vallejo, C
CONTRACTS/OICC (Code 04A}, Madrid, Spain
CONTRACTS/OICC NW, Code 114NW, Silverdale, WA
CONTRACTS/OICC, Guam
CONTRACTS/OICC, Nea Makri , Greece
CONTRACTS/OICC, Sigonella, Italy
CONTRACTS/OICC/ROICC, Norfolk, VA
CONTRACTS/OICC/ROICC, Virginia Beach, VA































































CONTRACTS/SW Pac, OICC, Manila, RP













































































































































DIV./Code 04, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 04A3, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 05, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 09 (Watts) Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 09A, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 09A, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 098, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 098, Sharleston, SC
DIV./Code 09P, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 103D (Cockcroft), Charlesto
DIV./Code 11, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 1112, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 4023, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 403 (Gaddy), Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 403 (S. Hull), Charleston,
DIV./Code 405 LEA, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 405, Charleston, SC
DIV./Code 406, Charleston, SC
DIV./09P/20, San Bruno, CA
DIV./CO, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 04, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 04A2.2 (Lib), San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 04B, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 05, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 09A, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 09B, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 102, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 11, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 203IC, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 403.2 (Kelly) San Bruno. CA
DIV./Code 405, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 406.2 (Smith), San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 408.2 (Jeung) San Bruno, CA
DIV./Code 40H.2, San Bruno, CA
DIV./Pac NW Br Offc,
DIV./Pac NW Br Offc,
DIV./Pac NW Br Offc,











































































NAVFACENGCOM CONTRACTS/Trident, OICC, St Marys, GA
NAVFACENGCOM CONTRACTS/Whidbey Is, AROICC, Oak Harbor, WA
NAVGMSCOL/Dam Neck, SCE, Virginia Beach, VA
NAVHOSP/Fac Mgmt, Engrq Dept, Portsmouth, VA
NAVHOSP/Hd, Fac Mgmt, Camp Pendleton, CA
NAVHOSP/Lt Barron, Yokosuka, Japan
NAVHOSP/PWO, Beaufort, SC
NAVHOSP/PWO, Camp Lejeune, NC
NAVHOSP/PWO, Okinawa, Japan
NAVHOSP/PWO, Philadelphia, PA
NAVHOSP/PWO, San Diego, CA
NAVHOSP/ROICC Offc (Watson), Beaufort, SC
NAVHOSP/SCE (Knapowski), Great Lakes, IL
NAVHOSP/SCE, Bremerton, WA
NAVHOSP/SCE, Charleston, SC
NAVHOSP/SCE, Corpus Christi, TX
NAVHOSP/SCE, Great Lakes, IL
NAVHOSP/SCE, Guam, Mariana Islands
NAVHOSP/SCE, Jacksonville, FL





NAVHOSP/SCE, Subic Bay, RP
NAVHOSP/SCE, Yokosuka, Japan
NAVMA6/SCE, Guam, Mariana Islands
NAVMAG/SCE, Lualualei, HI
NAVMAG/SCE, Subic Bay, RP
NAVMEDCLINIC/SCE, Annapolis, MD
NAVMEDCOM/NATCAPREG, PWO, Bethesda, MD
NAVMEDCOM/NE Reg, SCE, Great Lakes, IL
NAVMEDCOM/NWREG, Fac Engr, PWD, Oakland, CA
NAVMEDCOM/NWREG, Head, Fac Mgmt Dept, Oakland, CA
NAVMEDCOM/PACREG, Code 22, Barbers Point, HI
NAVMEDCOM/SCE, Jacksonville, FL
NAVMEDC0M/SWRE6, SCE, San Diego, CA
NAVMEDRSCHU/Three, PWO, Cairo, Egypt
NAVOBSY/Code 67, Washington DC
NAVOBSY/PWO, Washington, DC
NAVORDSTA/Code 092, Indian Head, MD
NAVORDSTA/Code 0921, Louisville, KY
NAVORDSTA/PWO, Indian Head, MD
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NAVPHIBASE/SCE, San Diego, CA
NAVRADSTA/Whidbey Is, PWO, Oak Harbor, WA
NAVRADTRANSFAC/PWO, Annapolis, MD
NAVRESREDCOM/Code 08, San Francisco, CA
NAVSCSCOL/Code 50, Athens, GA
NAVSCSCOL/PWO, Athens, GA
NAVSECGRU/Energy Conserv, Washington, DC
NAVSECGRUACT/Energy Conserv, Sonoma, CA
NAVSECGRUACT/Energy Conserv, Winter Harbor, ME
NAVSECGRUACT/PWO (Code 40), Edzell , Scotland
NAVSECGRUACT/PWO, Adak, AK
NAVSECGRUACT/PWO, Chesapeake, VA
NAVSECGRUACT/PWO, Galeta Island, Panama Canal
NAVSECGRUACT/PWO, Hanza, Japan
NAVSECGRUACT/PWO, Homestead, FL
NAVSECGRUACT/PWO, Sabana Seca, PR
NAVSECGRUACT/PWO, Sonoma, CA



































903, Long Beach, CA
Island, Code 401, Vallejo,
Island, Code 421, Vallejo,
Island, Code 457, Vallejo,








IPYD/Norfolk, PWO, Portsmouth, VA





IPYD/SCE (Code 308.2), Pearl Harbor, HI
340.322 1 NAVSPARSUR/Det C, PWO, Dahlgren, VA
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n Sec, Brooklyn, NY
Engr Div, PWD, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
Div, PWD, Rodman, Panama Canal
Dir, PWD, Rota, Spain
















ure Is, SCE, San Francisco, CA
Engrg Offr, Rota, Spain
NAVSUBSCOL/SCE, Groton, CT
NAVSUBSUPPFAC/SCE, Groton, CT
NAVSUPPACT/Code PW7, Naples, Italy
NAVSUPPACT/PWO, Holy Loch, UK
NAVSUPPACT/PWO, Naples, Italy
NAVSUPPACT/PWO, New Orleans LA
NAVSUPPFAC/Ch Engr (Popp), Diego Garcia
NAVSUPPFAC/Code 02, Thurmont, MD
NAVSUPPFAC/Contract Admin Tech Library, Diego Garcia
NAVSUPPFAC/PWO, Antigua, The West Indies
NAVSUPPFAC/PWO, Diego Garcia
NAVSUPPFAC/PWO, Thurmont, MD
NAVSUPPO/Dir, Transp Div, La Maddalena, Italy




NAVTRASTA/SCE, San Diego, CA
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NAVWPNCEN/AROICC, China Lake, CA
NAVWPNCEN/Code 2661, China Lake, CA
NAVWPNCEN/PWO (Code 266), China Lake, CA
NAVWPNEVALFAC/Code 50, Albuquerque, NM
NAVWPNEVALFAC/Code 70 (D. Krivitsky), Albuquerque, NM
NAVWPNSTA/Code 09, Concord, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Code 0911, Seal Beach, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Code 092, Charleston, SC
NAVWPNSTA/Code 092, Concord, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Code 092, Seal Beach, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Code 09201, Concord, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Code 09221, Concord, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Code 092A, Seal Beach, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Code 0928 (Hunt), Yorktown, VA
NAVWPNSTA/Code 093, Yorktown, VA
NAVWPNSTA/Det, PWO, Fall brook, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Dir, Maint Control, PWD, Concord, CA
NAVWPNSTA/Earle, Code 092, Colts Neck, NJ
NAVWPNSTA/Earle, Code 0922, Colts Neck, NJ
NAVWPNSTA/Earle, PWO (Code 098), Colts Neck, NJ
NAVWPNSTA/Energy Conserv, Yorktown, VA
NAVWPNSTA/PWO, Charleston, SC
NAVWPNSTA/PWO, Concord, CA
NAVWPNSTA/PWO, Seal Beach, CA
NAVWPNSTA/PWO, Yorktown, VA
NAVWPNSUPPCEN/Code 092E, Crane, IN








NCR/20, Code R31, Gulfport, MS
NCR/20, Code R70
Code R70.12, Gulfport, MS
Code ROO, Port Hueneme, CA
NCR/20,
NCR/31,
NCR/31, Code R50, Port Hueneme, CA
NEESA/Code 111, Port Hueneme, CA
NEESA/Code lllC (Hickenbottom) , Port Hueneme, CA
NEESA/Code lllE (McClaine), Port Hueneme, CA
NEESA/Code 113M, Port Hueneme, CA












































NEESA/Code HE, Port Hueneme, CA
NMCB/1, CO
NMCB/133, CO












NOAA/Data Buoy Off, Engrg Div, Bay St. Louis, MS
NRL/PWO, Washington, DC
NSC/Code 70, Oakland, CA
NSC/Code 700, Norfolk, VA
NSC/Code 703, Pearl Harbor, HI




NSC/SCE, Pear! Harbor, HI
NSC/SCE, San Diego, CA
NSD/SCE, Subic Bay, RP
NTC/SCE, Great Lakes, IL
NUSC/PWO, Newport, RI
NUSC DET/Code 4123, New London, CT
NUSC DET/PWO, New London, CT
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE/Dir, Qlty Fac Acq, Washingt
PACMISRANFAC/HI Area, PWO, Kekaha, HI
PHIBCB/1, CO, San Diego, CA
PHIBCB/1, ELCAS Offer, San Diego, Ca
PHIBCB/1, P&E, San Diego, CA
PHIBCB/2, CO, Norfolk, VA























































PWC/ACE (Code 110), Great Lakes, IL
PWC/ACE Office, Norfolk, VA
PWC/CO, Pensacola, FL
PWC/Code 10, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code 10, Oakland, CA
PWC/Code 100, Guam, Mariana Islands
PWC/Code lOOA, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code lOOE, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code lOOE, Oakland, CA
PWC/Code lOOE, San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 100E3, Oakland, CA
PWC/Code 101, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code 1011, Pearl Harbor, HI
PWC/Code 1013, Oakland, CA
PWC/Code 102, Oakland, CA
PWC/Code 110, Oakland, CA
PWC/Code HOC, Oakland, CA
PWC/Code 116, Yokosuka, Japan
PWC/Code 120, San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 130, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code 153, Guam, Mariana Islands
PWC/Code 30, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code 30, Norfolk, VA
PWC/Code 30, Pearl Harbor, HI

























PWC/Code 4208 (Waid), Subic Bay, RP
PWC/Code 421 (Kaya), Pearl Harbor, HI
PWC/Code 421 (Reynolds), San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 422, San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 423, San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 423/KJF, Norfolk, VA
PWC/Code 424, Norfolk, VA
PWC/Code 430 (Kyi), Pearl Harbor, HI
PWC/Code 430 (Kyi), Pearl Harbor, HI
PWC/Code 500, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code 500, Norfolk, VA




















































PWC/Code 500, San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 505A, Oakland, CA
PWC/Code 590, San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 600, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code 600A, Norfolk, VA
PWC/Code 610, Pensacola, FL
PWC/Code 610, San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 610, Subic Bay, RP
PWC/Code 612, Pearl Harbor, HI
PWC/Code 614, San Diego, CA
PWC/Code 615, Guam, Mariana Islands
PWC/Code 616, Subic Bay, RP
PWC/Code 700, Great Lakes, IL
PWC/Code 700, Norfolk, VA
PWC/Code 700, San Diego, CA
PWC/Sec Dir, Subic Bay, RP
PWC/Util Dept (R Pascua), Pearl Harbor, HI
RNCB/Lant, CO, Norfolk, VA
RNCB/Pac, CO, Santa Barbara, CA
RNCFSU/Four, CO, Granite City, IL
RNCFSU/One, CO, Manor, PA
RNCFSU/Three, CO, Charleston, SC
RNCFSU/Two, CO, Ft Carson, CO
RNCR/Eight, CO, Philadelphia, PA
RNCR/Five, CO, San Francisco, CA
RNCR/Nine, CO, Dallas, TX
RNCR/One, CO, Los Alamitos, CA
RNCR/Seven, CO, Davisville, RI
RNCR/Six, CO, Glenview, IL
RNCR/Three One, CO, Santa Barbara, CA
RNCR/Three, CO, Atlanta, GA
RNCR/Two One, CO, Davisville, RI
RNCR/Two Zero, CO, Gulfport, MS
RNCR/Two, CO, Glenview, IL
RNMCB/Eiqhteen, CO, Seattle, WA
RNMCB/Fifteen, CO, Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO
RNMCB/Fourteen, CO, Jacksonville, FL
RNMCB/Seventeen, CO, Port Hueneme, CA
RNMCB/Sixteen, CO, Los Alamitos, CA
RNMCB/Thirteen, CO, Peekskill, NY
RNMCB/Twelve, CO, Davisville, RI
RNMCB/Two Eight, CO, Barksdale AFB, LA
RNMCB/Two Five, CO, Glenview, IL
RNMCB/Two Four, Redstone Arsenal, AL
RNMCB/Two One, CO, Lakehurst, NJ
RNMCB/Two Seven, CO, Brunswick, ME
RNMCB/Two Six, CO, Mt Clemens, MI
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RNMCB/Two Three, CO, Ft Belvoir, VA
RNMCB/Two Two, CO, Dallas, TX
RNMCB/Two Zero, CO, Columbus, OH
RNMCB/Two, CO, San Francisco, CA
SPCC/PWO (Code 08X), Mechanicsburg, PA
SUBASE/Bangor, PWO (Code 8323), Bremerton, WA
SUBASE/Energy Conserv, Kings Bay, GA
SUBASE/PWO, Groton, CT
SUBASE/PWO, Kings Bay, GA
SUBASE/SCE, San Diego, CA
UCT/ONE, CO, Norfolk, VA
UCT/TWO, CO, Port Hueneme, CA
USNA/Mech Engrg Dept (Power), Annapolis, MD
USNA/PWO, Annapolis, MD








"Main problem with locating previously published NCEL
studies lies with our organization. We don't keep good files
of NCEL publications..."
04 13
"I have personally found NCEL to be very responsive to
problems I have experienced."
04 13
"NCEL should tailor what it mails different activities.
We're an inland NAS yet receive a lot of material which
pertains to waterfront construction which is no use to us."
03 9
"Keep them, they are useful."
03 8
"Thank you for your interest."
03 7
"Continue to field phone calls from Field Activities.
NCEL'S follow up is outstanding."
03 4
"My organization does not contract out to NCEL, partly
due to geographic location."
92
03 PWD 4
"I have used NCEL'S expertise only twice, but was
satisfied with the support I received. As a small PWD (40




"NCEL is too far from here to call easily with
questions. Also, except for a small two page excerpt every
once in a while I don't know what they do. Most of the
excerpts contain information on research that does not apply
to my small base. Some of the excerpts are so technical you
can not understand them."
02 3.5
"NCEL is out of touch with the day to day problems of a
small (less than a 100) Public Works Department. Their
support for overseas activities is minimal."
02 2.5
"Previously, I have never formally used NCEL services."
Director Engineering Div. 20
"The NCEL should provide more of down to earth
recommendations on construction and maintenance methods and
materials, (i.e., TM # M-52-86-02 Reflective Floor Coatings
for Aircraft Maintenance Hangers, By P.S. Hearst, Ph.D.)."
GM-13 15
"NCEL publications are sometimes not applicable to
overseas situations, however we find them usually




"Quality of research is poor. Image is poor."
GM-13 11
"More frequently publish phone numbers and contact




"Try to keep up the good work. Do not contract this
service out to contractors. PUBLICITY!"
GS-12 21
"Some studies/reports are too technical for the average
engineer to be of any real meaning or value. A good many are
not applicable to Shore Activity problems or concerns."
GS-12 18
"1. Some questions require a qualified answer."
GS-12 17
"My problem is lack of adequate manpower rather than
lack of technical support or expertise. It is rare that I
have the time to call NCEL, I'm too busy trying to get work
out and handle daily problems. I do enjoy the bulletins, and
I know that NCEL is a top notch outfit, but our work is
normally general maintenance and new construction."
GS-12 15
"I feel very good about my interface with NCEL and the
results furnished by them on specific problems."
GS-12 15
"Avoid graphs which sometimes are misleading than being
informative. Reports must be prepare for certain type of
receiver/type of profession - for each is much different




"Ya'll gentlemen do good work!"
GS-12 4
"NCEL needs to get word out to us as to its' services,
publications, etc. NCEL needs to market itself. I don't
believe the EFD ' s have the technical expertise (I worked at
WESTDIV for a while), but EFD's are convenient. I don't have









"Provide index of NCEL data available to better align
needs and data provided."
GS-11 2
"Time, resources, and money are the three critical
track-items of any critical path system. Shortages of any
three dictate changes in path. Most critical of our EFD is
time. Usually, problem identification is within an ongoing
project with set completion dates which funding is set up
for. Enlisting assistance from NCEL would adversely affect
time and money of project REGARDLESS of its resources. Local
assistance is used to help problem identification and
solution concurrently for expediency. Proper planning
prevents piss poor performance, however the Navy is not




"Information on background of NCEL. How can we use it
and how do we get literature?"
Civilian 2.5
"I don't use NCEL. Occasionally I request reports, but






"NCEL suffers from "Publish or Perish". Too much money
is spent publishing academic esoteria. Abstracts written by
technical writers are better. No one is interested in
reading anything else on geodesic domes, anchors, etc. NCEL
"Answer Man" service is excellent. Recommend NAVFAC DCOS
have more say over issues being researched and priorities."
05 15
"Most members of my staff have limited NAVFAC experience
and association with NCEL."
95
04 ROICC 13
"Former NCEL Staffer! ! NCEL programs are driven by
NAVFAC headquarters. NAVFAC Hdqtrs. doesn't know or relate
to field problems so how can NCEL. Good luck!"
04 12
"NCEL does not play a role in my daily professional
life."
03 6
"The basic/biggest problems with NCEL is they cover
items TOO INFREQUENTLY ENCOUNTERED (for the most part). I'd




"NCEL did a super job coordinating and administering
replacement of about 100 PCB transformers. Cost about $4
Trillion. We are working with them to identify methods for
testing and determining condition of underground cables."
03 8








"Few of the studies and reports conducted by NCEL are
directly applicable to the type of maintenance and repair
work performed by PWD's or PWC's."
GS-12 1.5
"Very pleased with the work/recommendations provided by





"Move all the billets at NCEL to the new South-West Div
in San Diego. NCEL's function could be absorbed by the new
EFD, the same way CHESDIV is the transportation manager."
03 7
"Comments are primarily a direct reflection of two




"I'm a strong advocate and supporter of NCEL. If they
don't have the answer, they'll help find one."
04 CB 12
"Have not utilized/requested NCEL assistance."
03 8




"We don't use NCEL to carry out our mission. I requested





"Survey poorly suited for someone in my job."
GM-14 28
"Suggest NCEL make all publications, reports, technical





"NCEL has called us for consultation several times over
the past few years; we have never called on them in our area
of expertise."
GM-14 19
"Keep up the good work."
GM-14 6
"Questions 14, 17 and 31 cannot be answered by EFD."
GM-13 19
"Many questions were not applicable to the facility




"Some of the research being done is so highly
theoretical, application to NAVFAC problems is not apparent.




"We contracted the writing of 4 O&M manuals to NCEL in
the past 4 years. 3 were extremely late and the other was
outstanding in quality and timeliness (it was sub-
contracted. ")
GS-12 17
"Suggest a floppy disk indexing system. Indexed in
various fashion, such as keyword, construction
specification. Institute (16 Division) format and category
code. The best feature of Encyclopedia Britannica is its 30
seconds-to-f ind-it index system."
GS-12 8
"Lab needs to address field problems with short range
solutions until a better long range plan is accomplished.





"Major complaints on NCEL work:
a. Not on budget.
b. Not on schedule."
GM-15 25
"Field should always contact EFD, they probably have
answer and it keeps them informed. Field should also contact
NCEL be aware or pertinent source or recommended by EFD."
GM-15 23




"My evaluation is based on dealings with seven divisions
at NCEL. There is a great variation in the quality and
responsiveness of each. The Ocean Systems Division (L43)
gets very high marks from me. The rest of the divisions tend
to bring the average down."
GM-14 12
"Compared to other organizations I work with, time spent
with NCEL is the least innovative. NCEL's role is essential
and has great potential that is not being realized now."
GM-13 28
"I have seen good and bad reports from NCEL,
unfortunately more bad."
GS-12 12
"NCEL tech expert tend to be more concerned about ego
and status then providing good solid recommendation. They do




"Was not able to get copies of NCEL reports directly
from NCEL. Was informed that reports are only available




"Good luck on your survey. I think NCEL is a great place
to work, they just need to clean/clear-up their EEO






"Many of these questions do not apply as I have had no
personal contact with NCEL in 23 years of military service.
EFD has been the primary source of technical info."
05 20
"I had a problem in dealing with NCEL in 1985 when
NAVFAC tried to send me there on ACDUTRA. If they are always







"1. Customer satisfaction questionaires must be
completed at least ANNUALLY to the SAME organizational unit
to be useful .
"
06
"Staff officers normally deal through
EFD's not normally directly with NCEL."
04
26
PWC ' s or
14





about NCEL in CEC magazine. Called them
boss told me to. Otherwise, just have never
' to NCEL work other than
OCCASIONAL reports I've seen. I know







there to stay in
03 9
"NCEL is a responsive, research group that has always
met my needs for information in a FAST, responsible manner."
100
GM-14 OTHER 2
"Too many Tech reports on an individual product. They
read like a sales brochure rather than an objective report."
GM-14 2
"I'm less than 1 mile from NCEL. I use their technical
consultents for materials, painting and welding problems
that occur in production. I can get to them quickly and with
minimal effort. I contract with NCEL's Amphibious or design




"Contact with NCEL was active during 10 year period
(1974-1984) while assigned to PMTC Surface Targets Division
at Port Hueneme. NCEL provided contract shop support,
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